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ABSTRACT 

Recent advances in model observers that predict human perceptual performance now 

make it possible to optimize medical imaging systems for human task performance. 

We illustrate the procedure by considering the design of a lens for use in an optically 

coupled digital mammography system. The channelized Hotelling observer is used 

to model human performance, and the channels chosen are differences of Gaussians 

(DOGs). The task performed by the model observer is detection of a lesion at a 

random but known location in a clustered lumpy background mimicking breast tis

sue. The entire system is simulated with a Monte Carlo application according to 

the physics principles, and the main system component under study is the imaging 

lens that couples a fluorescent screen to a CCD detector. The SNR of the channel

ized Hotelling observer is used to quantify the detectability of the simulated lesion 

(signal) upon the simulated mammographic background. In this work, plots of chan

nelized Hotelling SNR vs. signal location for various lens apertures, various working 

distances, and various focusing places are shown. These plots thus illustrate the 

trade-off between coupling efficiency and blur in a task-based manner. In this way, 

the channelized Hotelling SNR is used as a merit function for lens design. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The systematic method of lens design in use today is an iterative technique. By this 

procedure, a basic lens type is first picked. A paraxial thin lens and then a thick lens 

solution are next developed. Then, with the great progress in computers and applied 

mathematics today, one can directly go to optimization by relatively high-speed ray 

trace. Any automatic computer optimization program actually drives an optical de

sign to a local minimum, as defined by a merit function. The name "merit function" 

is a misnomer since it is in fact a de-merit function. Broadly speaking, the merit func

tion can be described as a function of calculated characteristics, which is intended to 

completely describe the value or the quality of a given lens design. The typical merit 

function is the weighted sum of the squares of many image defects, among which are 

various aberration coefficients, spot sizes, RMS wavefront error (WFE) and/or MTF 

at one or more locations in the field of view. Some merit functions consider the bound

ary conditions for the lens as well. These boundary conditions include such items as 

maintaining the effective focal length, center and edge spacings, overall length, etc. 

Choice of terms to be included in the merit function is a critical part of the design 

process. The basis for selecting the aberrations is the experience of designers and 

their understanding of the nature of lenses and aberrations. The exact choice of term 

weights and balancing aberrations is largely an empirical process. A large amount of 

effort has been expended to improve the optimization procedure, while the choice of 

merit function to provide the best image quality is still not so clear. 

Although the aberration coefficients give designers an idea of the performance 

of the system, the overall effect of these aberrations on the final image is hard to 

quantify. The question is: What effect does a given amount of aberration have on 
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the performance of optical imaging systems? Phrased in this way, the question is 

rather vague, and more concrete definitions of image quality are needed. A scientific 

or medical image is always produced for some specific purpose or task, and the only 

meaningful measure of its quality is the appropriate observer's performance on that 

task. The basic difficulty with the weighted sums of the squared errors as measures 

of image quality is that they do not take into account the observer and the task of 

images. A task-based approach to assessment of image quality [5,8,6,33,39,52,69] 

must therefore start with a specification of the task, and then determine quantitatively 

how well the observer performs the task. Generally, the tasks of practical importance 

can be either to classify the image into one of two or more categories or to estimate 

one or more quantitative parameters of the object from the image data. We call 

these two kinds of tasks classification and estimation, respectively. In astronomical 

imaging, for example, one might want to detect the presence of a small companion 

star near a brighter star, or one might want to estimate the relative magnitude of the 

two stars. The first problem is a classification task, while the second is an estimation 

task. The observer can be either a human or some mathematical model observer such 

as a machine classifier or pattern-recognition system. With the figure of merit for 

each task, we can quantitatively measure the task-based image quality of imaging 

systems. 

One challenging lens design area is medical x-ray imaging systems, which are 

usually designed to produce images having the highest quality possible for diagnosis 

within a specified dose. One type of digital x-ray imaging systems uses optics to 

couple x-ray fluorescent screens onto detection devices or image receptors such as 

CCD arrays. The lens design must meet a very stringent requirement because the 

radiation dose applied to patients is limited. Within the safe dose level, x-ray imaging 

systems should be quantum-limited, which means that the dominant noise is the 

quantum noise from the fluctuation in the x-ray photons. Though x-ray phosphor 

screens may create hundreds of visible or UV photons per x-ray photon absorbed, the 
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imaging optics cannot couple all of them onto an image receptor. In fact, the number 

of transmitted light quanta is so much less than the number of those created that 

the imaging optics can easily become the quantum sink in the whole x-ray imaging 

system [12,18,45,49,54], In its simplest interpretation, when we represent an imaging 

system as a series of cascaded processes or stages, the stage with the fewest quanta 

per incident x-ray photon is called the quantum sink. The cascaded model is one 

form of analyses often used by system designers. In this model, the quanta leaving 

one stage contribute an effective input to the subsequent stage. The starting process 

usually results from the Poisson statistics characterizing the incident x-ray photons. 

The randomness introduced by Poisson statistics is a basic noise in photon-limited 

imaging systems, but there always exists additional noise from external sources, such 

as electronic components. In designing or assessing imaging systems, it is important 

to understand the processes that contribute to the image formation and the effects 

they have on image signal and noise. In the cascaded model, the noise propagates 

through all stages to the final image as well. All sorts of blurring, especially from 

aberrations, introduce changes in the appearance and amplitude of the statistical x-

ray fluctuations. Such noise takes on a characteristic mottled appearance. Only fast 

lenses can couple enough light onto image receptors to make recognizable contrast 

and satisfactory signal intensity over noise. At the same time, the inherent severe 

aberrations of fast lenses can make the mottled appearance even worse. 

Recent advances in model observers that predict human perceptual performance 

now make it possible to optimize optical imaging systems, such as lenses, for hu

man task performance. We illustrate the evaluation procedure of lens quality by 

investigating a design of a lens for use in an optically coupled digital mammographic 

imaging system. The cascaded imaging chain consists of a fluorescent screen, an 

imaging lens, and an electronic imaging device such as a CCD camera. Observers' 

performance is evaluated based on the statistical properties of the images from the 

system. The statistics of images is determined by the statistics of objects and of the 
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noise from imaging systems. The optimization will be built on this evaluation step. 

The task-based lens design is then practical with the optimization procedure. 

An introduction to the general theory on tasks and observers is in chapter 2, 

and the basics of the statistical decision theory are presented oriented toward task-

based image quality evaluation methods. The observer's performance is quantified by 

several figures of merits, one of which, observer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is going 

to be the merit function in the lens optimization. The formulas are the basis of the 

merit function definition afterward. 

A detailed model of the system to be optimized is described in chapter 3. In par

ticular, an optically coupled digital x-ray mammographic imaging system is chosen to 

apply the general image quality evaluation discussed before. At first, the physical sys

tem is discussed carefully including the important assumptions useful in establishing 

the mathematical model later. The mathematical model is then described rigorously 

in steps. Stochastic point processes are the central mathematical tool in the model 

so that the statistics of the intermediate output at each stage of the imaging chain 

can be defined completely. After going through the mathematical system model, we 

can obtain the statistics of the output image at the final stage. The image statistics 

are the fundamental requirement for the observer SNR, which is an objective merit 

function in lens design. 

The objective merit function in lens design is analyzed in chapter 4. After ob

serving the statistical properties of each stage in the mathematical system model, we 

summarize the procedure to calculate the objective merit function, or the observer 

SNR, for designing the lens. Following this procedure, we derive a concise expression 

of the observer SNR, which is useful in numerical computation. 

In chapter 5, we introduce a new mathematical concept, characteristic functional 

of stochastic processes, and discuss use of the functionals in system analysis. There 

is a formal way to derive all moments of a stochastic process from its characteristic 

functional by repeated derivatives. Since the observer SNR only needs the first two 
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moments, it is always possible to derive SNR from the characteristic functional of the 

image process. Moreover, characteristic functional give the full knowledge of stochas

tic processes, equivalent to probability density functions (PDF). It can facilitate other 

applications requiring higher-order moments, like ideal observers and object statistics 

estimation. 

In chapter 6, we discuss the Monte Carlo strategy used in numerically evaluating 

the objective merit function in lens design. The types of signals and backgrounds 

are chosen specifically for mammography. The model of the scattering of visible light 

inside fluorescent screens is discussed. Also, some numerical computing strategies are 

implemented to avoid the unacceptable errors. 

Some case studies are in chapter 7. Specifically, three types of parameters in lens 

design are chosen to investigate their effects on the objective image quality. 

The conclusions and suggestions for future work are in chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OBSERVERS AND TASKS 

Image quality is a statistical concept with statistical decision theory as the key. It 

is defined as how well a decision can be made using an image as input. Image 

quality must be assessed as the average performance of some observer on some specific 

decision task. 

There are generically two types of tasks: classification and estimation. Both kinds 

of problems have similar basic structure including four components [48,67]. The first 

component is the message space. The second is the statistical transition mechanism, 

and the third is the observation space. The message space is probabilistically mapped 

onto the observation space by the means of the transition mechanism. The last 

component is the decision rule. In classification tasks, the message space has a finite 

number of points. Each point is also called a hypothesis. The decision rule is to guess 

which hypothesis is true after observing the outcome in the observation space. If the 

number of points in the message space is uncountably infinite, the task is referred to 

as an estimation task. The decision rule, or the estimation rule now, is the mapping 

of the observation space into an estimate. The message space in estimation tasks 

is also called the parameter space, and the parameter is what we want to estimate. 

The decision rule is the observer who performs the task. The observer might be a 

human or a mathematical algorithm which is known as a model observer. Model 

observers make it possible to optimize imaging systems without the need for costly 

human-observer studies. 

To evaluate image quality, we need some way to tell how well the observer per

forms. The figures of merit are defined differently for each kind of tasks. Useful 

figures of merit for classification tasks include the area under the receiver operating 
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characteristic (ROC) curve (AUG) and the classification signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

The figures of merit for estimation tasks include Bayes risk, mean-square error (MSE) 

and ensemble mean-square error (EMSE). 

When evaluating medical images, we will encounter both kinds of tasks. If a doctor 

needs to diagnose a disease based on an image, he or she performs a classification task, 

and the two underlying hypotheses are disease-present or normal. When measuring 

the size of a cancer tissue, a doctor is performing a estimation task. The message space 

is not the same as the object space in imaging system analysis. The objects viewed 

by imaging systems can be, for example, the x-ray absorption distribution inside a 

patient in x-ray imaging. An imaging system together with a noise mechanism is the 

transition mechanism mapping object space to data space, and each point in data 

space is an output image. The data space is the observation space. We will use these 

two terms interchangeably from now on. For the same task, different imaging systems 

may look at different objects and produce different images. The performance of the 

same observer can vary with imaging systems. The better the performance, the higher 

the pertinent figure of merit, and the better quality is the imaging system. Medical 

imaging systems should therefore be optimized according to the tasks performed on 

the output images. The corresponding figure of merit is the measure of the quality 

of imaging systems. 

The detailed discussion on both tasks is in the next sections. Classification tasks 

are the first to be considered. The development of estimation-task treatment follows 

next because it is analogous to classification problem. 

2.1 Classification Tasks 

2.1.1 Binary detection tasks 

At first, we will consider the simplest type of classification problems: two-hypothesis 

classification tasks, also known as binary detection tasks. Binary detection problems 
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illustrate most of the concepts in the whole statistical decision theory. In these 

problems, an observer needs to make decisions between two hypotheses, Ho and Hi. 

When its test statistic is larger than the threshold, the observer makes decision Z?i; 

otherwise decision DQ is made. The decision rule is a strategy to map the observation 

space into the binary message space. It is equivalent to dividing the data space into 

two regions such that the image in each region will correspond to one of the decisions. 

The regions must be disjoint to avoid ambiguous decisions, and they must cover the 

whole data space to ensure each image is associated with a decision. 

Bayesian observer One of the decision criteria is the Bayes criterion. It assumes 

that the observer has all the statistical information regarding the task, including the 

conditional probability densities prg(g|i/o)) prg(g|-f^i), and the prior probabilities 

Pr(iJo) and Pr(iJi). A cost is assigned to each possible decision and truth pair. The 

Bayesian observer uses the knowledge to minimize the average cost over both the data 

and the truth. The average cost is called the Bayes risk. We denote the cost for the 

four possible pairs as CQO, CIO, CQI and CN. The first subscript indicates the decision 

and the second, the hypothesis that is true. The Bayes risk is therefore 

1 1 

C = 52X^a,Pr(A|fl'y)Pr(Jfi). (2.1.1) 
i=0 j=0 

We can write the conditional probabilities PT{Di\Hj) in terms of the conditional 

probabihty densities pVg{g\Hj), 

Fr{Di\Hj) = I dgprg(g|i/,), (2.1.2) 

Zi  

where Zi is the region corresponding to the decision Di in the data space. We also 

assume that the cost of a wrong decision is higher than the cost of a correct decision. 

In other words, 

Cio > C'oo, Coi > Cn. (2.1.3) 
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When choosing the decision regions ZQ and Z\ to minimize the Bayes risk, we find 

the final decision strategy is [67] 

pr.(g|gi) Pr(go)(Cio - Coo) „ , 

prj(g|ff„)coPr(//i)(Co.-C„)' 

The expression on the left is called the likelihood ratio and denoted by A(g). The 

likelihood ratio is the scalar test statistic for the Bayesian observer, and the expression 

on the right side is the threshold. We can see that all the data processing is in 

computing of A(g) and independent of the priors or costs. In practice, the prior 

probabilities or the costs are seldom known. The strategy enables us to build the 

data processor and leave the threshold as a variable to accommodate changes. 

ROC curve Mathematical observers compute a scalar test statistic t{g) which is the 

o u t c o m e  o f  s o m e  o p e r a t i o n  o n  t h e  d a t a  g .  O b s e r v e r s  c o m p a r e  t  w i t h  a  t h r e s h o l d  t c ,  

and make decision Di if t is higher or DQ otherwise. There are four possible decision 

and underlying truth pairs in binary detection problems [9]: 

1. true positive(TP): Hi is true and Di is made. 
2. false positive(FP): HQ is true and Di is made. 
3. false negative(FN): Hi is true and DQ is made. 
4. true negative(TN): HQ is true and DQ is made. 

The conditional probabilities Pr(Dj|ii/j) are also called the fraction of the corre

sponding scenarios. In fact, the value of true-positive fraction (TPF) Fr{Di\Hi) 

and false-positive fraction (FPF) Fr{Di\Ho) can specify all the possible outcomes: 

C» 

TPF = Pr(i > t c \ H i )  = J d t w { t \ H i )  =  1 - FNF, (2.1.5) 

tc 
CO 

FPF = Pv{t > tc\Ho) = J dtpv{t\Ho) = 1 - TNF. (2.1.6) 

tc 

Because t is a function of the random variable g, the test statistic is random itself. 
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We must evaluate the performance of the observers. The TPF and FPF are both 

functions of the threshold tc- We can generate a plot of the TPF versus FPF with tc as 

the varying parameter. This plot is referred to as the receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC) curve. It completely describes the performance of the observer. In particular, 

it is possible to show [67] that all ROC's have the following properties: 

1. All continuous likelihood-ratio tests have ROC's that are concave downward. 

2. All continuous likeUhood-ratio tests have ROC's that are above the TPF = FPF 

3. The slope of a curve in a ROC at a particular point is equal to the value of the 

threshold required to achieve the TPF and FPF of that point. 

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a figure of merit for classification tasks [9]. 

It is defined as 

Because both the TPF and the FPF range from 0 to 1, the AUC also range from 0 

to 1. 

Whenever the maximum value of the Bayes risk is interior to the interval (0,1) on 

the prevalence Pr(ifi), the maximum true-positive fraction at a specific false-positive 

fraction is on the ideal observer's ROC curve [67]. Therefore, the Bayesian observer's 

ROC curve is the upper bound of all the other observers. The AUC is then maximized 

by the Bayesian observer, and the performance of the Bayesian observer provides an 

upper bound of all the other observers performance. 

Hotelling observer Although the ideal observer is the optimal observer among all 

observers, the ideal observer's test statistic A(g) is often nonlinear on the data g and 

difficult to compute. The linear observers have the test statistics linear on the data. 

fine. 

j DFPF TPF(FPF) (2.1.7) 

0 

t{ g )  =  W*g, (2.1.8) 
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where w is the observer's template vector with the same dimension as image vectors, 

and w'g denotes the inner product of the template and the image. Among them, the 

optimal linear observer is the Hotelling observer [36]. It has the template as follows 

where KI, KQ, GI and GG are the covariance matrices and the mean image vector 

under each hypothesis, respectively. 

The Hotelling observer is optimal among linear observers in the sense of another 

figure of merit for image quality in binary detection tasks. This measure of image 

quality is called the observer signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and will be discussed below. 

We should notice that the Hotelling observer may not maximize the AUG among all 

the linear observers. The AUC-optimal linear discriminants are discussed in Ref. [9]. 

The ideal observer is identical to the Hotelling observer when the data are normally 

distributed with the same covariance matrix under both hypotheses. In essence, 

the Hotelling observer treats the data as normally distributed regardless of the real 

statistics of the data. Therefore, the Hotelling observer has the advantage of requiring 

only the first two moments of the data. 

SNR The AUG is a measure of the class separability in binary detection tasks. An

other measure of separability is the SNR defined as 

where t is the test statistic, and CTQ and Gi are the variances of t under both hypotheses 

respectively. The SNR of the Hotelling observer can be found as 

v f H o t  = Kg^Ag,  (2.1.9) 

(2.1.10) 

(2.1.11) 

Kg =  i (Ki  +  Ko)  

Ag = gi - go, 

(2.1.12) 

SNR2^„, = Ag^K-^Ag. (2.1.13) 
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The test statistic of the ideal observer is the hkeUhood ratio A or any monotonic 

transform of it such as the log-Hkehhood ratio A. The SNR of the ideal observer is 

thus defined as the basic definition with the test statistic t being A or some monotonic 

function of it. When A is used in the definition, the SNR of the ideal observer 

can be simplified and take on the same form as that of the Hotelling observer only 

in the signal-known-exactly and background-known-exactly (SKE/BKE) cases with 

Gaussian noise. 

When the test statistic is Gaussian distributed under both hypotheses, AUG can 

be monotonically mapped to SNR. The mapping is through the error function, 

SNRhoi = 2erf-i(2AUG - 1). (2.1.14) 

For non-Gaussian test statistics, the result of this mapping is called the detectability 

index (IA- This figure of merit should be used with caution if the test statistic is not 

normally distributed. In particular, when the test statistic is skewly distributed, the 

variance can not correctly measure the spread of the test statistic, so that the SNR 

can not indicate the separability well. 

Human observer and channelized Hotelling observer Many imaging modalities have a 

human as the end user of the images. The task is almost always classification because 

humans are not as good as a computer algorithm at parameter calculation. Human 

observer's performance under this task can be measured from psychophysical studies, 

such as two-althernative-forced-choice (2AFC) experiments. For human observers in 

2AFC experiments, a decision has to be made between two presented images, one 

generated under hypothesis HQ and the other under Hi. The correct proportion has 

the same value as the AUG of human. 

Psychophysical experiments on human observer are usually limited by resources 

and time. Some mathematical observers modeling the human observer can be very 

helpful when investigating imaging systems for human users. With the vast amount of 
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research results from the studies on all aspects of human visual system, many models 

have been developed for different purpose. We will focus on the model developed 

specifically for the task-based evaluation of imaging systems for classification tasks. 

The notion of channels in the human visual system has been studied intensively 

in vision science for many years [31]. The application of channelized observers to 

medical image-quality assessment began with the work of Myers and Barrett [51], 

who introduced the channelized Hotelling observer. Based on previous work in our 

group [2], the Hotelling observer with a set of channels can satisfactorily predict 

human observer's performance in a wide range of situations when the tumor profile 

is deterministic. The choice of the set of channel profiles should be based on the 

human visual system study, and we will briefly discuss the human visual system and 

the channel set we are using in a later chapter. 

The channelized Hotelling observer applies Hotelling observer's strategy on the 

channel output of the image. The channel output is defined by the transformation 

u = T^g, (2.1.15) 

where each column of the matrix T represents the spatial profile of a channel. The 

channelized Hotelling observer applies the linear strategy on the channel output as 

follows 

t = (2.1.16) 

where Wch is the template of the channelized Hotelling observer. The template is 

given by 

= T(T^KgT)-iT^Ag, (2.1,17) 

where Kg and Ag are defined in (2.1.10) and (2.1.11). The performance of the 

channelized Hotelling observer can be measured by the SNRc/i as follows 

SNR^^ = Ag'T(T'KgT)-'TAg. (2.1.18) 
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The AUG of the channelized Hotelhng observer is difficult to get directly unless the 

probability density functions or the characteristic functions of images under both hy

potheses have analytical forms and can be integrated numerically over the hyperplane 

normal to the template [9]. By the central hmit theorem, the test statistic w*;jU is 

approximately normally distributed since it is a linear combination of all the image 

vector elements. The SNR can thus be transformed into the AUG of the observer by 

the inverse of the monotonic transform in (2.1.14). The human observer's performance 

can be compared with that of the channelized Hotelling observer by comparing AUG 

of each observer. We will use the SNR since a monotonic transformation preserves 

the order of different systems' performance. 

2.1.2 Multiple-hypothesis classification 

Now we will consider the classification tasks with multiple hypotheses, choosing one 

among L hypotheses. In a binary problem, a scalar test statistic is used to separate the 

data space into two regions. In a L-class problem, we will need more than one scalar 

functions on the data to divide the data space into L regions without ambiguity. Each 

region corresponds to a class or hypothesis. The test statistic is a multi-dimensional 

vector function. 

The Bayesian observer selects the decision regions Zj,j — 1,..., L, such that the 

Bayes risk C is minimized. The cost for the L-class problem is a group of cost values 

{Cij : i,j — 1.. .L}. Cij is the cost associated with making decision Di in favor of 

hypothesis Hi when hypothesis Hj is true. The Bayes risk is therefore 

L L 

CijPv{Di\Hj)PT{Hj). (2.1.19) 
i=i j=i 

The test statistic can then be a set of hkehhood ratios 

A(g) = [A2(g),...,AL(g)], (2.1.20) 

A ,  =  j  =  2 , . . . , L .  (2.1.21) 
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The decision rules correspond to multiple hyperplanes in the A2, ..., A/, plane. The 

detailed derivation and an example of three-class problem can be found in refs. [48,67]. 

Some important results are given in ref. [67]: 

1. The minimum dimension of the decision space is no more than L — 1. The 

boundaries of decision regions are the hyper-surfaces in the (A2,..., A^,) space. 

2. The optimum test is straightforward to find. However, when we consider specific 

examples, the error probabilities are frequently difficult to compute. 

3. A particular test of importance is the minimum-total-probabihty-of-error test. 

Here we compute the posteriori probability of each hypothesis Pr(iyj|g) and 

choose the largest. 

Some examples can be found in refs. [48,67]. 

The Hotelling observer can also be extended into the L-class problem where L is 

larger than 2. We first define two scatter matrices, interclass scatter matrix Si and 

intraclass scatter matrix 82 in the L-class task: 

1 ^ 
51  =  T j^ (g-g , ) (e -e , ) ' ,  (2 .1 .22)  

/=1 

52  =  ̂ X^( (g-g( ) (g -g ; ) ' ) ; ,  (2 .1 .23)  
1=1 

where g; is the ensemble average image vector when the Z"* class presents and g is the 

overall average image vector g = j; J2t=iSi- The measure of the class separability in 

the L-class problem is called the Hotelling trace JHOU 

JHot = tr[S2%]. (2.1.24) 

The Hotelling trace is a scalar measure involving only the first and second moments 

of the data, which is subsequently feasible to calculate in most cases. For a binary 

detection task, the Hotelling trace is reduced to a quarter of the SNR square, 

JHot = (2.1-25) 
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The HotelUng observer is the optimum Hnear observer that achieves maximum per

formance among all linear observers in terms of maximizing J Hot-

Given the scatter matrices, we can determine the test statistic of the Hotelling 

observer in the L-class problem. The derivation is given in ref. [25]. The key is that 

we can simultaneously diagonalize two Hermitian matrices by a linear transformation 

[25]. The simultaneous diagonalizing of Si and S2 is as follows, 

W%W = I W^SiW-D, (2.1,26) 

where D is a diagonal matrix. This transformation is equivalent to a eigenvalue 

problem [9] 

S2-IS1W - WD, (2.1.27) 

where W is the eigenvectors of the product matrix Sj ̂ Si and D is the eigenvalues in 

the form of a diagonal matrix. The Hotelling observer uses the vector test statistic t 

to classify the data space, 

t = W^g. (2.1.28) 

We index the m*'' column vector Wm and the corresponding eigenvalue /Um- Therefore, 

the m*'' element of the test statistic is 

tm = w^„g. (2.1.29) 

The strategy of the Hotelling observer to separate the data space into unambiguous 

parts are more involved in the L-class problem. One choice can be to choose the 

hypothesis that has the maximum probability of getting the given data. 

In the binary detection problems, the interclass scatter matrix Si reduces to 

51 = ^AgAg^ (2.1.30) 

whose rank is one. The eigenvalue problem (2.1.27) becomes an equation including a 

single eigenvalue jj, 

52 ^SiW =/tzw, (2.1.31) 
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where w is a vector with the same dimension as the data g. It can be show that the 

equation suggests that 

w = S2 ^Ag. (2.1.32) 

This is a generalized form for the optimal feature vector of (2.1.9) when the covari-

ances under both hypotheses are unequal. The solution is the same as the original 

Hotelling observer in binary tasks. With this vector, we can construct the Hotelling 

observer. The reponse function of the Hotelling observer in detection task is the inner 

product between the image vector and this vector. 

2.2 Estimation Task 

Estimation tasks can be regarded as the limit of multiple-hypothesis classification 

tasks where the number of hypotheses goes to uncountably infinite. The treatment 

is analogous to that of classification tasks in many aspects. Instead of dividing data 

space into several regions, the observer of estimation tasks assigns values to each 

point in the data space. The value is the estimate of the parameter we are interested 

in. The observer, or the estimator, is the rule used to determine the estimate from 

the observed data. 

2.2.1 Bayesian Observers 

The Bayesian observer minimizes the Bayes risk to get the estimator 0(g) of the set of 

parameters 6 from the given data g. Corresponding to the prior probabilities in the 

classification problem, we have the prior probability density pr(0) in the estimation 

problem. The cost in the classification problem is a set of cost values assigned to 

each pair of possible decision and truth outcomes. In the estimation problem, the 

parameter and its estimate are both continuous. The cost is thus a function of the 

two continuous variables, and we denote it as C{9,6). Once the prior probability 
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densities and the cost function are specified, we can write an expression for the Bayes 

risk: 

C = J depr{d)^J dgC[0 ,0(g) ]pr (g l0 ) | .  (2 .2 .1 )  

OO CX3 

Different estimators can be formulated by changing cost functions. Three commonly 

used cost functions are discussed next. The complete discussion can be found in 

refs. [9,48,67]. 

For the quadratic cost function 

I  

c { e ,  e )  =  \ \ 9  - = (2-2-2) 
1=1 

the risk corresponds to mean-square error. The estimator is 

^MSE — j d0 0pr(0|g), (2.2.3) 

where the subscript MSB is the abbreviation for mean-square error. This is the mean 

of the posteriori density (or the conditional mean). 

For the uniform cost function 

C(0 ,0 ) - l - rec t (^^) ,  (2 .2 .4 )  

where e is small, the estimate satisfies 

OMAP = argmax pr(0|g). (2.2.5) 
0 

The probability density pr(0|g) is the posterior probability of 6 when the data g are 

given. Therefore the estimate is called the maximum a posteriori estimation, which 

is abbreviated in the subscript. 6MAP is the mode of the conditional density pr(0|g), 

so the estimate is also called the conditional mode. 

The absolute-value cost function, or the linear cost function 

c { e , e )  =  \ e - 9 \ ,  (2.2.6) 
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is limited to scalar parameters 9. The estimator is given as 

^ABS OO 

J d6ipr(6ilg)= j  d6'pr(6'|g) (2.2.7) 

— OO SABS 

This is just the definition of the median of the posterior density. When generalized 

to vector cases, the linear cost function does not lead to easily interpreted estimators. 

It is shown in ref. [67] that for a large class of cost functions the Bayesian estimate 

is the MSB estimate whenever the posterior density is a unimodal function which is 

symmetric about the conditional mean. In many cases the MAP and MSB estimates 

will be in fact identical. 

When the parameter to be estimated is considered non-random or the priori proba

bility density is unknown, we can employ another powerful estimator called maximum-

likelihood estimate, or ML estimate. In general, we denote the conditional probability 

density function pr(g|0) as the likelihood function when considering it as a function 

of 0. The maximum likelihood estimate 6ml is the value of 0 at which the likelihood 

function is maximized. 

The maximum likelihood estimate is the limiting case of a MAP estimate when the 

prior knowledge goes to zero, or the prior density pr(0) is sufficiently broad. How

ever, the ML estimate is extremely useful because of its simplicity and the minimum 

statistical information required. 

2.2.2 Performance Measures 

Bayes risk is one of the figures of merit for estimation tasks. Its definition is found in 

(2.2.1), where the cost function is averaged over both the noisy data and the random 

objects. We consider that the data are derived from certain noisy measurements, 

causing different data at repeated measurement trials on the same object. Addition

0ML = argmax pr(g|0). 
0 

(2.2.8) 
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ally, objects under study are random according to some prior probability densities. 

This philosophical stance is the basis of the various Bayesian observers derived above. 

For a particular true parameter value 0, the mean-square error, or the MSE, of an 

estimate is defined as the average deviation from the truth conditioned on the given 

value, 

MSE(0) = (2.2.9) 

Note that the MSE is not the same as the conditional variance because MSE is 

meeisured by the deviation from the truth, not the mean estimate. When the estimate 

is unbiased, or the mean estimate is equal to the truth, the MSE is the same as the 

conditional variance of the estimate. 

When the underlying parameter is itself random, the ensemble mean-square error, 

or the EMSE, is defined as the averaged MSE over the prior probability density on 

the parameter, 

EMSE= . (2.2.10) 

The computation of the EMSE requires the prior knowledge of the probability density 

function of pr(0). It can be either an actual sample function or a subjective Bayesian 

prior. If we define the bias B as the difference between the mean estimate and the 

truth, 

B { 9 )  =  { 0 } - e ,  (2.2.11) 

the MSE and the EMSE can be written £is 

MSE(6I) = tr[Ke] + tr[B B^], (2.2.12) 

EMSE = trfKg] + tr[B B^], (2.2.13) 

where is the covariance matrix of the estimate. 

An in-depth discussion of estimation tasks can be found in refs. [9,48,67]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING 

To apply the fore-mentioned statistical decision theory to real imaging system anal

ysis, we need to know the statistics of the images produced by the system under 

investigation. A good way to decide the image statistics is to develop a comprehen

sive statistical description of the imaging chain as the system model and propagate 

objects through it. Besides the statistical system model, the randomness of objects 

should be included to complete the image statistics. Building accurate mathematical 

system models require a sound understanding of underlying physical imaging pro

cesses. We will therefore describe all the important parts in a physical system and 

explain their working principles. The mathematical model is built on the conditions 

and assumptions drawn from the essential physics. We then apply the statistical de

cision theory to the mathematical model and derive an analytical expression of the 

objective image quality. The mathematical expression of image quality is thus used 

as a figure of merit in system evaluation and optimization. We choose an optically 

coupled digital mammographic system as an example to illustrate the procedure of 

applying objective image quality in optical design. 

An optically coupled digital mammographic imaging system usually includes an 

x-ray source, a fluorescent screen, an imaging optical component and a digital image 

receiver. A layout drawing of the model system is in Fig. 3.1. A remote x-ray 

generator is placed in front of a fluorescent screen. Patients to be imaged stay between 

the x-ray source and the screen, usually close to the screen. The detection unit after 

the screen consists of an optical imaging lens and a CCD camera. The lens images the 

exit surface of the screen onto the detector plane of the CCD camera. Optimizing the 

optical imaging part requires the knowledge of the entire system in order to model 
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precisely the imaging chain. In the following sections, each component in the model 

system is carefully investigated and the statistical description of each imaging stage 

follows. 
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FIGURE 3.1. The layout of the model system 
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3.1 Physical System 

The most common type of x-ray source in diagnostic radiology is a vacuum tube in 

which high-energy electrons bombard a metal anode and create x-ray photons. The 

electrons interact with the anode metal and lose their energy to the material. The 

absorbed energy from the electrons mostly appears in the form of heat, but a small 

amount is transformed into x rays. If the mean electron current in a tube is constant, 

the x-ray photons produced are independent of each other, and the total number is 

Poisson distributed. When a single image is collected for a given patient, a small 

change in the current for that image is equivalent to a small change in exposure 

time, the effect of which is negligible. The x-ray photons produced during each 

exposure are thus independent of each other. When propagating through patients, 

x-ray photons interact independently with tissue. Some are absorbed, others get out 

of patients either without interaction or by scattering from tissue. The transmitted 

x-ray photons after patients are still independent of each other. To increase the image 

contrast, anti-scatter grids made of a series of parallel lead strips are commonly used 

between patients and fluorescent screens to remove most of the scattered x rays after 

patients. Moreover, because x-ray sources are usually far from fluorescent screens, 

the x-ray beams are approximately parallel to each other after patients. The detailed 

model of x-ray source does not come into the mathematical model discussed later. 

The mathematical model starts just before the fluorescent screen. 

X-ray fluorescent screens are usually made of rare-earth-doped crystallites embed

ded in plastic binders. A common type of screen in mammography uses crystalline 

gadolinium oxysulflde. These tiny crystal grains are activated by terbium, which 

emits greenish light upon x-ray excitation. Once an x-ray photon is absorbed, some 

of its energy is then re-emitted in the form of fluorescent light photons. In the di

agnostic x-ray spectrum between 20 Kev and 50 Kev, each absorbed x-ray photon 

can produce more than a thousand visible light photons on average. Interactions of 
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x-ray photons with fluorescent crystals are unrelated between each other. The initial 

x-ray interactions with the fluorescent crystals produce high-energy photoelectrons or 

Compton electrons. A high-energy electron passing through an inorganic scintillator 

crystallite inside the screen will form a large number of electron-hole pairs by the 

elevation of electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. The positive 

hole will quickly drift to the location of a deliberately added impurity site, called 

an activator, and ionize it, because the ionization energy of the impurity will be less 

than that of a typical lattice site. The electron will be free to migrate through the 

crystallite until it encounters such an ionized activator. At this point the electron 

can drop into the activator site, creating a neutral configuration having its own set 

of excited energy states within the forbidden band. If the formed activator state is a 

excited configuration with an allowed transition to the ground state, its de-excitation 

will occur very quickly and with some probability for the emission of a corresponding 

visible photon. The photoelectric interaction is dominant in the low energy range 

like in mammography. A small portion of absorbed x rays can produce Compton 

x-ray photons at a lower energy level. Some primary ionized atoms by photoelectric 

interaction relax radiatively by emitting an Auger X-ray photon. Those secondary 

x-ray photons can migrate distantly from the first absorption site or even out of the 

screen without further interaction. The number of the secondary x rays is small and 

likely blocked by the anti-scattering grid after the screen, so we can neglect their 

effects now [43]. [9] [55] The e-h pair sites are all so close together near the primary 

absorption site of the x-ray photon that all the excited visible lights can be consid

ered as emitting from a single x-ray absorption site. All the visible photons generated 

by a single x-ray photon is considered to start from the same absorption site. In 

fact, the e-h pair range is of order 2/nni in the mammographic energy range. After 

demagnification by the lens, the images of the e-h pair ranges are much smaller than 

the pixel size in common CCD cameras, which is in the order of tens of microns. 

But the visible photons are generated by e-h pairs that reach the activators after 
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complex migrations, therefore the visible photons carry nearly no information about 

the initial x-ray photon direction and propagate equally probably in all directions 

upon creation. Right after generation, visible light beams are scattered inside the 

screen by these same crystal grains and meander out to the exit surface of the screen. 

There is also a slight chance for visible light to be absorbed along the scattered path 

in the screen. Once a visible light photon reaches the exit surface, it is most likely 

displaced from the original position of the absorbed x-ray photon on the surface and 

deviated from the original propagation direction of the absorbed x-ray photon. The 

current screen types usually have a diffusive reflector on their incident sides to direct 

more visible light out of the exit surface. However, the same reflector increases the 

scattering spread. The detailed specifications of the screens used in the model are 

based on Kodak products. 

An imaging lens couples the exit surface of the screen onto the front surface of a 

digital imaging detector. To image the whole area of the screen onto the detector, this 

lens has to work in a small absolute magnification. The consequently small numerical 

aperture in the object space cuts off so much visible light emitted from the screen 

that the ultimate x-ray to light-photon conversion rate at the detector stage is around 

1 even though more than 1000 light photons are produced by one x ray! Making the 

lens faster while maintaining the field height introduces larger aberrations. Larger 

aberrations (except distortion) usually further worsen the blur in the final image. 

Vignetting can help to reduce the off-axis aberrations, but at the same time it causes 

light loss. The amount of the aberration and the amount of light flux through the 

lens are coupled with each other. 

The last part in the imaging system is a digital imaging detector to produce 

a discrete set of pixel values representing a continuous image. CCD cameras now 

have very low noise and very high sensitivity. The electronic noise from CCDs has 

independent physical sources from other noise introduced before. In the later sections 

we will find it fairly easy to include any independent noises in the analysis. For now. 
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we simulate an ideal CCD camera with an identical response function for all pixels 

but no electronic noise. The fill factor of the CCD camera is assumed to be 1. 

3.2 Mathematical Model 

The above detailed descriptions and approximations of the physical model system 

provide us a sohd ground to describe mathematically this imaging chain as a series 

of cascaded stochastic point processes. This type of model for medical imaging is 

discussed in detail in [9]. The chain begins just in front of the entrance surface of the 

fluorescent screen and ends at the CCD camera output. 

3.2.1 Point process of absorbed x-ray photons in the screen 

In radiography the object is the 3D distribution of x-ray attenuation coefficient, and 

the image is the 2D projection of the x-ray distribution transmitted through that 

3D object. To facilitate the point-process analysis later, we use the x-ray distribu

tion transmitted through the patient as the base of the object to our model system. 

When x-ray beams pass through the fluorescent screen, the crystallites inside the 

screen absorb a portion of the x rays. Only the absorbed portion of the x rays can 

excite the luminescent crystals to emit visible light and contribute to the image in 

the CCD camera at last. We therefore take this portion as the object for the model 

system, and call it /(R), where R is the 2D coordinate on the entrance surface of 

the screen. Although a realistic x-ray spectrum will introduce energy-dependent ab

sorption coefficients, we think this detail will not change the results qualitatively: 

the trends of the SNR curves and the orders of them in the various figures presented 

later should remain the same, though the exact values can be different. An artifi

cially monochromatic x-ray source is used in our study for the sake of computational 

simplicity. When we assume a monochromatic x-ray source, the object /(R) can also 

be interpreted as the mean number of photons per unit area, or the x-ray number 
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fluence. The corresponding energy term is call energy fluence, often used in radiology 

imaging. The energy fluence is defined for a source as the radiant energy per unit 

area, and this quantity is called exposure in photography. Our object is in fact the 

noise-free x-ray pattern. If we take into account all the patients to be imaged, the 

object is a random function sampled from the ensemble of the patients. 

Each object produces a noisy x-ray pattern. The pattern fulfills the postulates of 

Poisson point processes: x-ray photons are independent of each other, and it is almost 

impossible to produce two x-ray photons at the same time. This x-ray pattern can 

be described as a two-dimensional Poisson point process, where each x-ray photon 

contributes a delta function in the random process. The photons all propagate in the 

same direction which we denote as the -hz axis in the 3D coordinate system. The 

entrance surface of the fluorescent screen therefore lies in the xy plane. Similar to 

the situation in patients, every x-ray photon interacts independently to all the other 

photons within the screen. The absorbed portion of the x-ray photons comprises 

another random point process which also follows Poisson statistics. Mathematically 

speaking, the absorption mechanism is a binomial selection of the incident point 

process, and the binomial selection of a Poisson process is still a Poisson with a 

modified mean [9]. The mean of the Poisson process resulting from the absorption is 

the object. 

Now we are ready to describe the initial random process in the imaging chain. It 

is a Poisson point process for any given object /(R). This random process models 

both the object and the noise before the whole imaging system. A sample function 

of this first random process can be written as 

N 
2/x(R) = ^<J(R-R„), (3.2.1) 

n=l 

where R„ is the 2D position vector in the entrance surface of the screen at which 

the x-ray photon hits, and each delta function describes a x-ray photon passing 

through the patient and absorbed by the screen. The x-ray object /(R) is a random 
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function drawn from the ensemble of objects to be imaged, so this process is actually 

a doubly stochastic Poisson process [9], For any given object, the total number of 

absorbed x-ray photons A'' is a Poisson random variable, whose mean is the integral 

of the process mean /(R). The integral is over the support of the object, which is 

usually the whole area of the screen, 

¥ ( / ) =  J  dR/(R). (3.2.2) 

supp 

Because of the independence of the photons in the Poisson process, the Probability 

Density Function (PDF) of R„ is just the properly normalized process mean function, 

m  \ f )  -  _ fi^n) /g 2 3) 
p rH(Rj / ) -  ]v ( / )  -L , , dR / (R) -

This 2D point process does not include the third spatial coordinate of the absorbed 

x-ray photons z, which is the absorption depth. The screen should have uniform 

response over its area when well manufactured. The absorption depth of the 

absorbed x-ray photon is thus independent of its 2D position R„. Given the 

characteristic x-ray absorption depth d^, the absorption depth follows the Beer's 

law within the screen thickness d. 

P^z(Zn) = ̂  0<Zn<d. (3.2.4) 

The proportion of the absorbed x rays in the x-ray pattern after the patient is 

 ̂ g d/dx 

The 2D point process of the absorbed x-ray photons, together with the PDF of 

the absorption depth, completely describes the first stage in the cascaded imaging 

system model. 

3.2.2 Point process of incident visible photons on the lens 

Once an x-ray photon is absorbed, some of its energy is then re-emitted in the form 

of fluorescent light photons. Each absorbed x-ray photon can produce more than a 
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thousand visible light photons on average. When secondary x rays are negligible, all 

the excited visible lights by a single x ray can be considered as emitting from a single 

primary absorption site of the x-ray photon. At the same time, these visible photons 

propagates equally probably in all directions upon creation. This simplified light 

conversion model forms the starting point of the visible light scattering simulation 

thereafter. The visible light photons are scattered by the tiny crystals in the screen 

and maybe reflected by the diffuse reflectors on the back of the screen. Before they 

can get out of the screen, they have a slight chance to be absorbed along the way. 

Because each x-ray photon independently excites scintillation crystallites, the visible 

photons produced by different x-ray photons are unrelated. 

The whole process can be mathematically described as a random amplification 

process with x-ray photons as primaries and visible photons that get out of the screen 

as secondaries. The amplification gain of each absorbed x-ray photon is random. The 

Tjth primary produces Kn secondaries that come out of the exit surface of the screen, 

and we can write down a sample function of the 2D stochastic process after this 

amplification mechanism, 

N Kn N K„ 

2/v,m(r) = Y^Y26{r -Vnk) == -R„ - Ar„fc). (3.2.5) 
n—1 fc=l n—1 k=l 

where r„fc is the location on the exit surface of the screen for the secondary 

produced by the primary and Ar„fe is the random displacement. The position 

vectors here and in the rest of the dissertation are all two dimensional. They may be 

on different planes along the optical axis, but all the planes are parallel to each other 

and have the identical coordinate systems with the origins on the optical axis. When 

being projected along the optical axis on a certain plane, position vectors follow the 

common 2D vector arithmetic correctly. 

In radiometry, a function called Bidirectional Transmission Distribution Function 

(BTDF(r, s, s')) is used to quantify the directional property of light transmission 

through a thin transmissive layer [9]. It is defined as the ratio of transmitted radiance 
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in the direction s at the position r to radiant incidence in the direction s' on the 

layer. Radiant incidence is the irradiance of a highly collimated beam traveling in the 

direction s', so BTDF actually specifies the transmitted radiance generated by such 

a beam. BTDF is in units of ster"^, and we can relate transmitted radiance with 

incident radiance by the following integral [9], 

where the integral is over the hemisphere of unit vector s' directed toward the surface, 

and s lies in the same hemisphere. Here we cissume all the visible photons have the 

same energy. Under the earlier assumption of monochromatic x-ray sources, the 

radiometric quantities of x ray and visible light can be defined in units of photon 

numbers. 

Now we generalize the conventional BTDF to describe the entire light transmission 

through the fluorescent screen. For thick translucent objects like screens, the general

ized BTDF is also a function of the position vector on the entrance surface R, namely 

BTDF(r, s; R, s'). The light-transmission process includes two steps; the first step is 

the amplification process in which the absorbed x-ray photons are converted into a 

larger number of visible light photons, and the next step is the scattering process in 

which the visible light photons are displaced from the original x-ray absorption sites 

on the exit surface of the screen. In this analysis, the incident light is the absorbed 

x rays and the transmitted light is the visible light out of the screen. Because the 

distribution of the transmitted light displacement can be different at different x-ray 

absorption depths, the generalized BTDF should additionally be a function of the 

absorption depth The generalized BTDF is thus similarly defined as the ratio of 

transmitted radiance in the direction s at the position r on the exit plane to the 

radiant flux on the entrance plane when the incident x-ray is absorbed at the depth 

jj. Radiant flux is the flux of highly colUmated x rays traveling in direction s' with a 

point-like size at the position R on the entrance plane. The generalized BTDF, by 

(3.2.6) 
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this definition, has units ster~^m~^, suggesting that it can be used in an integral over 

solid angle and two-dimensional spatial vector. In fact, it is the kernel of the integral 

relating incident radiance to transmitted radiance if the absorption happens at depth 

Liri(r, s|2;) = J dO.' J d'RBTDF{r,s,'R,s'\z)Li„c{R,s')cos{6'), (3.2.7) 

27r oo 

where all the radiometric quantities are in units of photon numbers. Therefore, the 

mean gain of the amphfication process is automatically incorporated into the gener

alized BTDF. 

In our model, the incident radiance is an angular delta function scaled by the 

absorbed x-ray irradiance. Because we assume x rays incident normally on the screen, 

the direction cosine is one. The delta function is along the propagating direction Sg of 

all the x-ray photons, which is parallel to the optical axis, defined in the +z direction, 

Li„c(R, §0 = M,„,(R)J(S^ - s'o) ^ ^3 2.8) 
COS( (/ J 

where Mi„c is the absorbed incident x-ray irradiance on the entrance surface at the 

position R. By applying (3.2.7), it is easy to get the transmitted visible light radiance 

at the absorption depth z, 

Lirs(r,s|z) = y dRMj„c(R)BTDF(r, s, R, z|z). (3.2.9) 

OO 

The subsequent irradiance on the exit surface can be found by integrating the radiance 

over all directions in the forward hemisphere, 

Mt„(r[z) = J dQLt„(r,s|2:)cos(6') 

27r 

= JdRMinciR) y"dnBTDF(r,s,R,z|^)cos(0). (3.2.10) 

OO 2tx 

The kernel relating incident irradiance to transmitted irradiance can also be called 
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the irradiance point response function (PRF). It is 

PRF(r,R|z) = y"dQBTDF(r,s,R,z|z)cos(0). (3.2.11) 

27r 

In photon number units, the irradiances are equivalent to the mean processes / of 

the corresponding random point processes, 

M,„,(R) = /(R), Mi,,(r|z) = /'(r). (3.2.12) 

The amphfication point response function pd can be derived from the irradiance point 

response function in (3.2.11): 

Pd(r, R|2:) = y driBTDF(r, s,R, zl2)cos(0) = i^(R|2:) • pr^r(^i"lR')-2^)- (3.2.13) 

27r 

As shown in Ref. [9], it determines both the PDF of the displacement position pr^^ 

and the average gain K by 

pr,,(Ar|R,.) = Ei2y^^, (3,2.14) 

K{R\z) = J drpd{r,R\z), (3.2.15) 

OO 

where K is the average number of secondaries per primary. We also notice that the 

average number of secondaries per primary is independent of the particular primary, 

or n. Similarly, the point response function in the four-dimensional space (the 2D 

position and the 2D direction), is the generahzed BTDF in photon number units 

corrected by the direction cosine, 

PRF(r, s, R, z \z) = BTDF(r, s, R, z \z) cos{9). (3.2.16) 

The joint PDF of the exit position and direction of a scattered secondary photon is 

thus the normalized 4D point response function, 

^ BTDFM R y)oo.(0) 

^ ^ ^ /f(R|z) ^ ^ 
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The conditional PDF of the outgoing direction can be derived from the joint PDF 

(3.2.17). The direction is determined by the azimuth angle (j) and the polar angle 

9. The differential sohd angle in the angular space is in fact the product of the 

differential azimuth angle d0 and the differential cosine of the polar angle d cos(i9). 

The direction PDF is thus expressed as the joint PDF of the azimuth angle (/» and 

the cosine of the polar angle cos(0). The conditional PDF of the outgoing direction 

is expressed as 

where the vector s denotes two variables (j) and cos{6). 

The conditional direction PDF (3.2.18) is completely determined by the general

ized BTDF, but the PDF of the gain is still unknown except the mean value. The 

amplification mechanism removes the independence among the different points in the 

resultant process because two or more secondaries can be produced by one primary. 

Shift invariance holds inside the boundary of well-manufactured screens, where the 

secondary displacement PDF (3.2.14) and the conditional direction PDF (3.2.18) are 

both independent of the primary position R. The point response function pd(r, R|z) 

is now only a function of the displacement r — R and the depth z, and it can be 

called the point spread function (PSF). The secondaries from different primaries are 

independently produced since the screen should have no memory from one primary to 

another. The multivariate density on {Ar„fc} is therefore a product of univariate den

sities on each of the Ar„fc. The product form is also valid for the multivariate density 

on {(Ar„fc, s„fe)} and the conditional multivariate density on {s„fc|Ar„fc}. Similarly, 

the conditional multivariate density pr({r„fe}|R„) is the product of the univariate 

densities pr(r„fc|R„). 

pr(s|Ar, R, z) = 
pr(R + Ar, s|R, z) 

pr(Ar|R, z) 

BTDF(R + Ar, s, R, z\z) cos{6) 
(3.2.18) 

dfi' BTDF(R -I- Ar, s', R, z \z) cos{6') 
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3.2.3 Point process of output visible photons from the lens 

The visible light from the screen has to pass through the optical imaging lens after the 

screen before contributing to the image on the CCD camera. Because of the limited 

entrance pupil and the complicated vignetting effect of the lens, each visible photon 

has only a small chance to pass. The passing probability pass(R + Ar,R|2;) of an 

output visible photon depends on its exit position R + Ar and its primary position 

R. Based on the probability densities above, the function pass(R + Ar, R|^) can be 

obtained from the generalized BTDF function, 

pass(R + Ar, R|z) = J df2pr(s|Ar, R, z) 

n(R+Ar) 

_ /n(R+Ar) BTDF(R + Ar, s, R, z\z) cos(0) ^ 

/2^df7BTDF(R + Ar,s,R,z|.s)cos(^) ' ^ 

where the solid angle fi(R+Ar) incorporates only the directions that a visible photon 

can pass through the lens from the position R + Ar on the exit surface of the screen. 

The solid angle is determined by the lens pupil and vignetting at the field R + Ar. 

This binomial selection mechanism needs to be explicitly expressed because the input 

process is no longer a Poisson process. One sample function of the resultant process 

is 
N Kn 

yy,out{r) = - R„ - Ar„fc), (3.2.20) 
n=l k=\ 

where Pnk is a random variable taking only two values: it is 0 when the visible 

photon produced by the x-ray photon doesn't pass through the lens, or 1 when 

the visible photon reaches the CCD camera. The probability law on jSnk is 

D ('/Q 1X5 A N /p^Ss(R,^ + Ar„fe, R^l^^n) f^nk — 1 /'o o 01 \ 
Pr(/3„fc|R„,Ar„fc,Z„) = <^ ./-r, ^ A r I ^ A _ N " (3.2.21) 

^1 p3;SS(R-^ 4" fink ~ 0 

Each visible photon travels independently inside the lens, so the multivariate density 

on {/3„fe} is the product of the univariate densities on each j3nk-
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3.2.4 Point process of visible photons in the image 

According to the terminology conventions in lens design, the object plane is the exit 

surface of the screen and the image plane is the detector plane of the CCD camera 

when analyzing the imaging process of the lens in our model system. After the lens, 

the spherical wave from a point on the object plane is not usually changed into a 

perfect spherical wavefront focusing on the ideal image point on the image plane. 

Different parts of the output wavefront focus on the different points around the ideal 

image point. Because of aberrations, each passed visible photon is deviated from the 

ideal image position on the image plane. For a given photon (or ray) direction, this 

deviation is deterministic, but the photon directions are random. Thus aberrations 

translate randomness of the incident directions s starting from the position r on the 

exit surface of the screen into randomness of the position displacements Ar" away 

from the ideal image position r" on the CCD detector surface. Another 2D spatial 

stochastic process is produced by this translated randomness [23]. A sample function 

of this process is 

yy') = tt (3.2.22) 
n=l h=l 

where is the position on the detector plane of the visible photon produced by 

the x-ray photon. 

Because of the magnification of the lens, ideal image positions are generally not 

the same as the corresponding object positions. We can properly scale the sample 

functions on the CCD detector plane to cancel the image magnification. In partic

ular, every position vector is divided by the magnification so that the ideal image 

points coincide with the corresponding object points. The resultant sample function 

is expressed as 

N Kn N Kn 

= ~ ^nk) = S ^nkS(r' - R„ - Avnk - Ar;^), (3.2.23) 
n=l fe=l n=l k=l 

where Ar^^. is the scaled displacement from the scaled ideal image point position 
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which is the same as the object point R„ + Ar„fc. This scaled process again can be 

treated as a particular random amplification process with the non-random unit gain. 

The PDF of the displacement Ar^^. equals its point response function Pg(r' ,  r |R, z), 

Pg(R +Ar-t-Ar',R-|-Ar|R, 2:) = (3.2.24) 

The scale displacements are again independent of each other. 

We should note that the point response function is not the properly scaled spot 

diagram from optical design softwares like CODEV or ZEMAX. That spot diagram is 

generated from the particular incident direction distribution density which is uniform 

in the directional tangent. Nor can we compute the point response function from the 

product of the spot diagram and the actual PDF of the direction. Analytically, we 

can employ the transformation law to get the PDF of Ar' from the PDF of the s 

inside the passing cone f2(R + Ar). For a given lens, any displacement Ar' depends 

on the object point position r and the incident direction s before the lens 

Ar' = Ar'(s, r) = Ar'(s, R + Ar). (3.2.25) 

We should be aware that the conditional direction PDF inside the passing cone is the 

original PDF normalized by the probability of being inside the cone, 

ri-D A ^ BTDF(R +Ar,s,R,z|g)cos(g) (O O O R \ 
pr,(s| , r,2:) BTDF(R + Ar, s, R, z|z) cos(0')" 

When finding the mean value of some function of the displacement u(Ar'), the integral 

relation between the point spread function pg and the conditional direction PDF is 

Jj d^Ar'«(Ar ')pr^r ' (^^ ' | I^ '  

00 

= J J df2'u(Ar'(s, r))pr(s|R, Ar, 2:) 

f2(R+Ar) 

//n(R+Ar) ^ (^r'(s, r)) BTDF(R + Ar, s, R, z\z) cos{9) 

//n(R+Ar) BTDF(R + Ar, s', R, z|^) cos(0') ' 
(3.2.27) 
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where the direction s is chosen inside the passing cone f)(R + Ar). Whenever the 

angular space of passed § is mapped onto the Ar' space, this integral relation is always 

true. We do not usually know the analytical expression of Ar'(s, r) or r'(s,r), but 

we can find precisely r'(s, r) with Snell's law and geometric optics. Given a group of 

randomly emanating photons corresponding to proper direction PDF, computers can 

trace them through the lens onto the CCD detector plane and automatically produce 

the requested sample of the above messy PDF of the scaled final displacement on the 

CCD. 

3.2.5 Random image vector 

The last step is to map this 2D continuous image function yg{v') into a 2D discrete 

image array g. Remember that we ignore the electronic noise from the CCD for now, 

so the final image array is 

g = {gra, m = {1,1}, {1,2},..., {M, M}}, 

5m = JJ dr'g{r')h^{r'), (3.2.28) 

supp 

where is the response function of the pixel. This readout procedure can 

be denoted by a discretization operator V .  

g = Vyg, (3.2.29) 

JJ d r ' y g{ r ')h^ { r ' ) ,  (3.2.30) 

supp 

Under the ideal CCD model, the response function is the 2D rectangle function 

centered at the corresponding pixel with the size of the pixel. Every response function 

has the same size, and adjacent response functions have no gap in between. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MERIT FUNCTION - SNR 

While designing a lens, designers iteratively optimize different lens parameters to find 

a local minimum of a conventional merit function in lens design softwares. A conven

tional merit function today is a weighted sum of the squares of many image defects, 

including aberration coefficients, spot sizes, RMS WFE and/or MTF at one or more 

locations in the field of view. This kind of merit function is only loosely connected to 

the image quality. An objective approach to assessment of image quality, or the task-

based imaging quality, must start with a specification of the task and then determine 

quantitatively how well the task is performed. The quantitative performance should 

thus be the objective merit function in the scientific and medical lens design. The 

objective merit function is a figure of merit. Th higher the objective merit function, 

the better the lens performs. The best design should maximize the objective merit 

function. 

4.1 Tasks and Observers Model 

The first task of mammographic imaging systems is to help diagnosing breast tumor. 

It is a classification task, to make the decision between two hypotheses, tumor-present 

HI and tumor-absent HQ. An observer of two-hypotheses classification task uses a 

threshold tc to make decisions on given images. When its test statistic is larger 

than the threshold, the observer makes tumor-present decision Di, otherwise the 

tumor-absent decision DQ is made. The ROC curve is the plot of the true positive 

fraction Pv{Di\Hi) versus the false positive fraction Pr{Di\Ho) with the threshold as 

the changing parameter. The curve completely describes the observer's performance. 

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is maximized by the ideal observer. Therefore, 
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AUG can be used as an quantitative measure of observers performance. 

The observers for tumor-detection task are usually radiologists who look at images. 

Human observer's performance under this task can be measured from psychophysical 

studies. The study is hmited by the resources and time, and often impossible to 

apply to system designs where a practical system has not been built yet. Based on 

the previous work in our group [2], the Hotelling observer with a set of channels 

can satisfactorily predict human observer's performance in a wide range of situations 

when the tumor profile is deterministic. It appUes Hotelling observer's strategy on 

the channel output of the image. Its performance can be measured by the SNR as 

follows 

= Ag^T(T^KT)-^TAg. (4.1.1) 

The AUG of the channelized Hotelling observer is difficult to get directly. By the 

central limit theorem, the test statistic w'^Tg is approximately normal-distributed 

since it is a linear combination of all the image vector elements. The SNR can 

thus be transformed into the AUG of the observer by the inverse of the monotonic 

transform in (2.1.14). The human observer's performance can be compared with that 

of the channelized Hotelling observer by means of AUG. We will use the SNR since a 

monotonic transformation preserves the order of the observers performance on images 

produced by different systems. The SNR is the objective merit function to be used 

in this work. 

4.2 Procedures 

To compute the merit function, we need the first and the second moments of the image 

vector, gj and Kj under both hypotheses j = 0,1. We should calculate moments from 

bottom up, averaging first over the parameter depending on most number of other 

parameters, and moving up to the dependent parameters next. The last parameter 

averaged over is the one all the other parameters depend upon. According to the 
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relations among all the random variables, the procedure is [10] 

1. Average over {Ar'^j^.} for fixed R„, Zn and {Ar„fc} with density (3.2.27), 

2. average over {(3nk} for fixed Iln,Zn and {Ar„fc} with density (3.2.21), 

3. average over {Ar„fc} for fixed R„ and Zn with density (3.2.14), 

4. average over Kn for fixed R„ and Zn, 

5. average over for fixed / with density (3.2.4), 

6. average over R„ for fixed / with density (3.2.3), 

7. average over N for fixed / with Poisson density law, 

8. average over /. 

We will follow the steps in calculating the mean vectors and the covariance matrices. 

The detailed derivations are shown in Appendix A and B. 

4.3 Formulas 

The mean image vectors and the covariance matrices are given by (An alternative 

derivation can be found in chapter 11 of Ref. [9]): 

S = 1^yg, (4.3.1) 

%(r') = [HiT] (r'), (4.3.2) 

Kg = VKgV\ (4.3.3) 

K,{r[, r',) = [ n j ]  -  r^) + [^2/] (r'l,r'2) + I n i K f T i l ]  (4.3.4) 
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where V  is the discretization operator in (3.2.30). The hnear operators H i  and 7^2 

are defined as 

[ ' H j ] { v ' ) =  J  dR7(R)pUr',R), (4.3.5) 

supp 

H i K f H l  ( r i , r 2 )=  J  J  dRidR2 Ptoi(ri, Ri)/s:/(Ri, R2)Ptot(r2, R2), (4.3.6) 

supp supp 
d 

Pto((r',R) = J  (4.3.7) 

0 

d 

[n27] ( r i , r ^ ) - ^  J dR7(R) y"dze-^/''-Q(R,z)ptot(r;,Rl^)pi,^(r^,R|2), 

supp 0 

(4.3.8) 

Ptot(r',R|-2) == y"drpd(r,R|2:)pass(r,R|2:)pg(r',rlR,2), (4.3.9) 

00 

Q(R,^) = ^^^^^, (4.3.10) 
m 

where / is the x-ray fluence, m is the random number of visible photons produced 

by an x-ray photon absorbed at position R and depth z, and pd, pass and pg are 

defined in (3.2.13), (3.2.19) and (3.2.24) respectively. The conditional total point 

response function ptoi(r', R|^) at depth 2 and the overall total point response function 

Ptoti^', R) describe the total blur effect on the final image by the whole imaging 

system. 

The mean number of visible photons produced by an absorbed x-ray photon m is 

not necessarily the same as the mean number of secondaries per primary i^(R, z) in 

the incident visible-photon stage. The mean number of secondaries per primary K 

is the average number of light photons generated by an absorbed x-ray photon and 

going out of the screen, while the mean number of visible photons produced by an 

absorbed x-ray photon m is the average total number of the light photons including 

both the portion out of the screen and the portion lost inside the screen. Because 
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position and depth may affect visible light loss inside the screen due to absorption 

and light leakage through edges, K is usually a function of position and depth. On 

the other hand, as long as the scintillation material is homogeneous, m is usually well 

approximated as independent of positions. Recalling the electron range is of order 

2/xm, much thinner than typical fluorescent screens, we can neglect the edge effect 

and consider typical fluorescent screens homogeneous. The relation between rn and 

K is specified in Appendix B. 

The Q factor is a constant in homogeneous material as well. It is related to the 

Swank factor S in describing the fluorescent screens in x-ray imaging [9,63,62,64]. 

The Swank factor is defined as the ratio of the squared mean gain and the second 

moment of the gain, S ~ The relationship between the Q factor and the 

Swank factor is found in the following formula: 

The Swank factor of different scintillation materials can be found in the hterature [66]. 

If we denote the x-ray fluence after normal breast tissue as the background b{ r ) ,  

a tumor as an additive x-ray fluence with the profile s(r), the x-ray fluence after 

tumor-present tissue is b + s, the x-ray fluence after tumor-absent tissue b. In the 

statistical decision theory, the tumor is the signal to be detected. The signal profile 

s is non-random in the Signal-Known-Exactly (SKE) case, while the background b 

can be random. The ensemble-average object function and the covariance function 

are b and under signal-absent hypothesis HQ, b + S and under signal-present 

hypothesis Hi. The SNR of the channelized Hotelling observer is readily derived 

from the formulas above, with all the operators involved being linear, additions can 

be interchanged with the operators and applied directly to the fluences. Specifically 

(4.3.11) 

SNR^;, = Ag^T (T'KT) ^ TAg, 

Ag = VAyg = PHiA/, 

(4.3.12) 

(4.3.13) 
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A/ = s, 

K = P 2(^1 + ^0) 

-(/<! + Xo) = Til ( ^ + -s 

V\ 

( r ; ) (5 ( r ; - r ^ )  +  

(4.3.14) 

(4.3.15) 

'^2 + 2'® + niKbUl '-I) 

(4.3.16) 

Expanding the compact expressions, we are able to see the details underneath. The 

element of the difference of the mean image vector Ag is 

[^Sli = J dr' [His] (r>i(r') 

= j  dRs{R) J dr'ptot(r ' ,R)/ i j ( r ' ) .  

We write the ij element of the matrix K in three terms, 

•Hi (^b+^s 

////DVWVI 

{ r ' ) h i { r ' ) h j { r ' )  

(r'i,r'2)/ii(r'i)/ij(r^) "^2 ( ^ + 2^ 

dVidVs \niKbn\] {,r[,V2)hi{r[)hj{r2) 

d^i? 6(R) + -s(R) d  r ' , R ) h i { r ' ) h j { r ' )  

d  

- II d'R (^6(R) + \s(R)^ j-1 dze-'^' '^QiK,z) 

0 

II dViP(o((ri,R|2:)/ii(r'i) H dV^ Ptot{r2,R\z)hj{r2) 

- nild'Rid'R2 K,{R„R2) If dVi Ptot{r[, RiMr[) 

II dV2 Ptot{r2,R2)hj{r2). 

(4.3.17) 

(4.3.18) 

These two formulas are the bases of the numerical computation developed later. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

The image quality analysis developed earlier is directly from the probability densities 

suggested by the underlying medical imaging physics. After some good approxima

tions and mathematical manipulation, we work out the first two moments of images 

and get the functional form of the SNR. The procedure is routine but not easily appli

cable to other modalities because almost all the analytic forms of various probability 

density functions are in need for the average calculation. 

Characteristic functions are another road to calculating moments of random vari

ables. It is generally a systematic method but not an easy one. We will generalize the 

concept of characteristic functions of random vectors to a concept of characteristic 

functionals of stochastic processes in the following sections. 

The use of characteristic functionals is more than another way of calculating mo

ments. Modern imaging systems rely on complicated hardware and sophisticated 

software. Object statistics are of more interest recently. There are many situations 

where the image statistics are too difficult to be described analytically while the char

acteristic functions or the characteristic functionals can be derived mathematically. 

One example is in Kupinski's work [44], where it is easy to estimate the characteristic 

functionals and study the object statistics from the estimates. We can investigate 

various aspects of imaging chains by means of characteristic functions or characteris

tic functionals. It is viable to optimize design parameters of hardware and softwares 

by means of characteristic functions or characteristic functionals. 
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5.1 Characteristic Functionals 

Task-based measurement of image quality requires the statistical characteristics of the 

image vectors. The random image vector g is fully governed by the probability density 

function (PDF), denoted pr(g). Equivalently, we could characterize the randomness 

in image vectors by using the Fourier transform of the PDF or the characteristic 

function (CF). It is defined as, 

where p  is the Fourier conjugate of g, gV is the inner product of g and p ,  and 

(•)g represents an expectation over pr(g). Usually objects are continuous in nature, 

and can be considered as infinite-dimensional vectors in a Hilbert space, or functions 

of continuous variables. When taking into account the object variability, an object 

ensemble can be described by a random process f. The characteristic function of the 

random process f has a similar definition. 

where ^ is the infinite-dimensional Fourier conjugate of f. Because ^ is a function, 

we will call ^f(^) its characteristic functional (CFl). 

5.2 Transformation Through Imaging Systems 

Knowing the PDF of images is the same as knowing the characteristic function of 

images. In the situation where the object is random and the imaging system is well 

defined, the direct derivation of the PDF of images may be difficult because the PDF 

of objects is hard to get. When objects can be modeled by functions with random 

parameters, the characteristic functional of objects can be derived from the prior 

PDF of the parameters. One can start from the characteristic functional of objects 

and propagate it through the imaging system. The characteristic function of images 

^g(p) = (exp(-27rigV))g. (5.1.1) 

^f(^) = (exp(-27rzft^))^. (5.1.2) 
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can thus be obtained [17]. Either the moments of images or the full PDF of images 

is easily calculated from the characteristic function. 

A linear, digital imaging system can be mathematically represented by 

g  =  m  +  n ,  (5.2.1) 

where H. is the system operator which maps a continuous function to a discrete image. 

The element of the output vector from the system operator is defined as 

[ m ] i  =  J  d v h i i v ) f { r ) ,  (5.2.2) 

where hi{r) is the system response function. 

We assume that the mean image g for a fixed object f is given by 

g-Wf. (5.2.3) 

For this reason, we call g the noiseless image. Let us assume that we know the CFl of 

the object distribution ^'f(^), where the function ( represents the Fourier conjugate 

of the function f. The characteristic function of g is 

%(^) = (exp(-27riptg))_ 

= (exp(—27rip^7if))^ 

= (exp(-27rz(HV)f))f • (5.2.4) 

The characteristic function of images is equivalent to 

^g(p) = ^f(HV)- (5.2.5) 

Therefore, if the CFl of f is known, we also know the CF of any linear mapping of f 

by simply using the adjoint of the linear operator. 

The characteristic function of the image data g = g + n is of practical interest, 

since it accounts for both object variability and noise. Two common noise models are 

Gaussian noise and Poisson noise. 
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The characteristic function for Gaussian noise with zero-mean and covariance 

matrix K is known to be Gaussian shaped as well, with the form 

^n(p) = exp(-27rV^Kp). (5.2.6) 

Because the Gaussian noise is independent of the non-random object being imaged, 

we know that the PDF of g is a convolution of the PDF of n, which yields 

^g(p) - (5.2.7) 

Poisson noise is conditioned on the mean image as 

M NYM 
pi-(g|g) = n exp(^m)-^, (5.2.8) 

m=l 

where denotes the component of the M vector g. The PDF of g can then be 

obtained by marginalizing over the object g, 

Pr(g) = j dgpr(g|g)pr(g) 

/

M _ g  

dipr®) n {5.2.9) 
m=l 

By taking the expectation of the complex exponentials over the probability density 

function above, we arrive at [17] 

M 
^g(p) = [ dgpr(g) f[ exp (-5„ + g^e 2"'^'") , 

m=l 

(5.2.10) 

which is close to the CF of g except that the term in the exponential is not the same. 

We can relate the above expression to the CF of g by defining a nonlinear operator 

r that maps an M vector to another M vector using the following equation for each 

component m, 

|r(p)l„ = + (5.2.11) 
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Thus we can relate the CF of g to that of the noiseless CF of g which we previously 

related to the CF of f ,  i .e. ,  

>pg(p) = >tj[r(p)l = l-r [W'r(p)] . (5.2^12) 

In other words, once we know the CFl for our object models, we are able to use 1 -0 

and a known nonlinear operator to determine the CF for our noisy image data. 

The channel operator is sometimes used as the last component in an imaging chain 

to study the human observers' performance [51,2] or to ease the calculation of ideal 

observers [7]. It is hnear, and thus if we want to know the CF of the channel outputs 

V = Tg = T(Hf + n), we only need the adjoint That is, 

= ^f[Wtr(Tta;)], (5.2.13) 

where a; is the Fourier conjugate of the filter outputs v. 

5.3 Object Models 

Object randomness is known to have a substantial effect on observer performance 

and thus should also be included in the system quality evaluation. The randomness 

of continuous object functions is difficult to quantify. The background model used 

in our simulated imaging system in chapter 6, clustered lumpy background, is a type 

of object model. The clustered lumpy background is a generalization of the lumpy 

background. Lumpy-background models were first developed by Holland and Bar

rett [57]. The lumpy-object model is a continuous mathematical phantom designed 

to synthesize realistic objects such as biological tissue. In 1999, Bochud et al. [14] ex

tended the lumpy object model to synthesize more complicated objects which visually 

appear like the real objects obtained in mammographic imaging. 

Lumpy objects are generated by summing a random number of lump functions 

placed randomly in the field of view. Typically, Gaussians are used as the lump 
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functions, but other lump profiles could be applicable. Mathematically, a lumpy 

object is represented as 

N  

f = /(r) = J]]A(r-c (5.3.1) 
n=l 

where r is a spatial variable in the two or three-dimensional object space, A(-) is the 

lump profile function, N is the number of lumps. For the lump, c„ is the center of 

the lump function, a„ is the magnitude of the lump function, and is the parameter 

controlling the lump width. The number of lumps A'' is a Poisson-distributed random 

number with the mean number of N. Each center c„ is uniformly distributed within 

the field of view. Both a„ and Sn are held constant among all the lumps. The random 

variables N and {c„} fully determine the randomness of lumpy objects. We can 

calculate the CFl for lumpy objects by substituting the definition of a lumpy object 

into the expression for the CFl: 

^f(^) = (exp(-27ri£^f)>j 

= ( exp -27rz 

= (j l(ew 
V=i ^ 

= (^A(O^) 

[ drC(r)^A(r-c„) 
n=l 

-2m J dr^(r)A(r - c„) 

{cn.AT} 

{Cn}/ JV 

N  

N-
= exp(-iV) 

N = 0  

= exp{-A^[l - ̂'A(^)]}, (5.3.2) 

where ^'a(0 the characteristic functional of one randomly located lump given by 

5'a(^) = ( exp -2m J dr^(r)A(r —C) (5.3.3) 

The CFl can be used as the starting point of the imaging chain. 

Clustered lumpy objects group the lumps around certain cluster centers that are 

uniformly distributed within the field of view. This is mathematically represented as 
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N  K n  

f = /(r) = ^ [[^<An] (r - c„ - A„fc) la], (5.3.4) 
n=l k=l 

where N is the number of clusters, Kn is the number of lumps in the cluster, 

is the center of the lump function in the cluster, is the orientation of 

the lumps in the cluster, and a contains the parameters characterizing the shape 

of the lumps. The rotation of the lumps is represented by the rotation matrix 

The angle 4>n is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r. N and {Kn} are all Poisson 

distributed with the mean numbers N and K, respectively. The cluster center c„ 

is uniformly distributed inside the field of view, while the lump centers within this 

cluster are Gaussian distributed around c„. That is, A„fc is Gaussian distributed 

around c„ with the width CTA- Bochud uses a two-dimensional asymmetric lump 

profile defined in polar coordinate as 

I (<?!') +sin ((?!)) I 
A(r, p, k, ly) = exp I > • (5.3.5) 

This function is chosen to match the power spectrum of a set of normal mammograms. 

To calculate the CFl for the clustered lumpy object, we rewrite the definition of a 

clustered lumpy object as 

N  

f = /(r) = ^ f^(r - c„, (f)n, Kn\a), (5.3.6) 
n=l 

where 

K n  

n { r  -  c„, {Ank},(f>n,Kn\a) =  ̂ A[[i?^„](r - c„ - A„fc)|a], (5.3.7) 
fc=i 

and {A„fc} is a list of Kn lump centers relative to the cluster center c„. Equation 

(5.3.6) is similar to a lumpy object model with a more complicated lump function. 

Because {Kn} are identically independently distributed among all n, so are {0„}, 

the characterist ic functional of ^(r  — Cn,{A.nk},4>n) is  independent of the index n 
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as in the lumpy object case. We will start the derivative of the CFl of the clustered 

lumpy-object model with 

»,(«) = „ 
=(N®»«)) 

\n=l / iv 

= exp{-jV|l - inK)]}. (5.3,8) 

What is left is the characteristic functional It can be calculated as 

= ( exp —2m / dr ̂ (r)fi(r — c„) \ 
* - - ' {^n/e})-^n)CTu0Ti 

= / r| exp { -27ri J dr ̂ (r) A [[i?^J (r - c„ - A„fc)] | \ 
Xfen, —1 / {A^^},jFCn)CTij0n 

= (exp{-7?|l - c)]})^^, (5.3.9) 

where c) is the characteristic functional of a single randomly located lump 

with cluster center c and orientation angle (p. The form of ^'A(0 is 

c) = ^exp|-27rzydr^(r)A[[i?0](r-c-A)]|^ . (5.3.10) 

The characteristic functional of a single lump is similar to the equation (5.3.3) except 

that we now take the expectation over A instead of c. We are now able to write the 

final expression for the CFl of a clustered lumpy object model as 

^f(0 = exp[-A^(l - (exp{-/C[l - ̂'(^Ic,<^)]})c,0)]- (5.3.11) 

The interesting regular expressions of both types of objects demonstrate a rule to do 

the CFl calculation for objects with multiple layers of sums: each of which contains 

i.i.d. random variables. 
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For a non-negative integer-valued random variable n, its probability-generating 

function is defined as 
CXD 

M„(p) = (/9")„ = 5]p"Pr(n). (5.3.12) 
n=0 

A discussion about the probability-generating function can be found in Appendix D. 

In particular, the probability-generating function of a Poisson random variable N is 

Mpoissonip) = exp pv(l - p)] , (5.3.13) 

where N is the variable mean. We can write the CFl for lumpy objects as 

^;„mpy(0 = Miv[^A(l)], (5.3.14) 

where ^'a(4) is the CFl for a randomly located lump given in the equation (5.3.3). 

After changing variables in the CFl for a randomly located lump in the clustered 

lumpy object case, the equation (5.3.10) can be calculated as 

\ ,ciumpy{i)  = ^exp |-27ri J dr^(r)A [[i?0](r - c - A)]|^ 

= (J^exp |-27rz J dr,f[[i?_0](r)]A(r - c - A)|^ 

= ^exp|-27ri J dr ̂ [[i?_0](r)-I-c]A(r - A)|^ 

= ^A,-<;i(^ O <5c o 7^_0), (5.3.15) 

where IZ^ is the rotation mapping that rotates a 2D vector counter-clockwise by 

an angle (j), Sc is the shift mapping that moves a 2D vector along c, ^ denotes the 

mapping from a 2D vector to a scalar defined by the function ^(r). The notion o 

represents the cascading of the two associated mappings, the output from the right 

mapping serving as the input to the left mapping. Because the argument of the 

innermost mapping is always r in this work, we omit the argument from now on. 

For instance, an expression of h o f means /i[/(r)] in this work. The special notation 

adopted here will facilitate the later derivations, similarly, the argument function in 
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the above lump CFl can be expanded out as 

£ O 5e o = e {5c = e [[R-A (r) + c]. (5.3.16) 

The CFl of clustered lumpy objects is thus expressed as 

^clumpyi^) = Miv |(M/<- O 5c O Ti-tf,)])^ , (5.3.17) 

where MAT and M;<- are the probability-generating functions of the number of cluster 

centers N and the number of lumps ii" in a cluster respectively. Both of them are 

Poisson random variables. The result is true for any number distributions of N and 

K as long as the lumps and the clusters are independent of each other. 

We will use these results to derive the CFls at the different stages in our model 

system. 

5.4 Characteristic Functionals Through the Model Imaging 
System 

We can calculate the CFls at each stage in our model imaging system because we 

have all the analytic forms of intermediate stochastic processes together with their 

statistical descriptions. Instead of using the transformation method discussed earlier, 

we will directly work out these CFls. A similar analysis of cascaded imaging chain 

involving probabihty-generating functions can be found in refs. [53,54]. 

5.4.1 CFl of absorbed x-ray photon processes 

The process considered here is not the x-ray number fluence, or the mean process, 

but the point process of the absorbed x-ray photons discussed in chapter 3, section 

3.2.1. This 2D stochastic point process is in the form of 

N  

y.(r) = ^5(r-R„), (5.4.1) 
n=l 
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where for any given background b, {r„} are independently identically distributed 

{i.i.d.) inside the field of view, and A'' is a Poisson random variable. The complete 

CFl of this process is 

^yx(0 = ((exp(-27ri^Vx)' 
yx |b /  b  

exp(—27rz^Vx)^ ') • (5.4.2) 
V{R„}, iV |b /b  

The conditional CFl is similar to the CFl of the lumpy objects with a delta function 

as the lump profile. We can write it as 

^yxlb(^) = (exp(-27rz,eVx)> 
yx |b  

= ^exp 2 m  f  d r ^ ( r ) ^ 5 ( r - R „ )  
n=l 

= / J|exp[-27ri^(R„)]\ 
\ "=1  /  {Rn},Af |b  

= exp{-iV[l - ̂5|b(^)]} , 

{Rn},A' |b  

(5.4.3) 

where ^'5|b(£) is the conditional CFl of randomly located delta lump functions, con

ditioned on a given object b, 

^'5|b(0 = (exp(-27ri^t5))^|^ 

= ( exp -27ri  J  dr'^(r')5(r'-r) 
r |b  

(exp [-27rie(r)])r|b 

f dr b(r) exp [—27ri^(r)] 
(5.4.4) 

/dr6(r) 

where 6(r) is in the number density of x-ray photons. The Poisson postulates imply 

that the PDF of the position r of each delta function is the normalized mean process 

[9], 

prr(r|b) 
b(r) 

fdrb(ry 
(5.4.5) 
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and the mean number of delta lumps in a process is the integral of the mean process 

over the entire support, 

(iV|b) = /dr b{r).  (5.4.6) 

In our system, the signal is deterministic once presented, while the background is 

random regardless of the existence of the signal. Therefore, the CFl needs only 

averaging over the background. The clustered lumpy background is used in our 

simulation, so the complete CFl in the signal-absent case is 

= (exp{-]V[l-<I'j|b(J)]})^. (5 4 7) 

Remember the mean number of photons is the integral of the number density inside 

the field of view N = Jdr6(r), so 

= (exp 11 dr6(r) - 1] . (5.4.8) 

Following the similar procedure in section 5.3 and being aware of those i . i .d.  random 

variables, we find that the final expression of the CFl of absorbed x-ray photon 

processes is 

/ C . N Kn 
^yx(0 = (expj / dr Ate)] 

\  n=l k=l 

• - 1] 

\ \ \ \n=lfc=l 

[g-2««(r) _ 

{^nk} i{Cn}^{^n} i{4*n} 
N Kn ^ p 

dr A [[i?^„](r - c„ - A„fc)] 
1,-1 V 

{A„ f c } /  { K „ } l  {c„.0„}/ N  

exp -A^ 1 («<p{--^[l-'»y.|A«)]})„,^)], (5.4.9) 
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where ^'y^iAC^) is the conditional CFl of the x-ray photon processes on a single lump 

randomly displaced around the cluster center c. 

^yxlA(^) - ̂ expjy"drA[[i?^](r-c-A)] (5.4.10) 

The form of *I'yx|A(C) is similar to (5.4.8) where b is now only the lump function A, 

and it is only averaged over the random displacement A. 

Now we rewrite the CFl for x-ray photons processes with the help of probability-

generating functions and the CFl of a single delta function. The result is another 

cascaded form and gives insight on the multiple sum layers. 

When the x-ray photon processed is modeled by a clustered lumpy object with 

only one lump A randomly located in the field of view, 

/x(r) = A([i?^](r-c-A)|Q;), (5.4.11) 

the conditional mean number of x-ray photons on the single-lump clustered lumpy 

object is A^x = / dr A(r). The conditional CFl ^'y^|A(C) is 

1'y.lA(0 = (exp (-K |l - I dr - c - A)l/7v;|) ̂  (6.4,12) 

After rewriting the integral part as 

J  dr — c — A)] j A/x 

/drA(r) 

= (5.4.13) 

we can write the conditional CFl as 

'^yx|A(0 = {^primary\A [^<5|a(C O '^a+C O ^-0)] )^ • (5.4.14) 

where the subscript primary denotes the probability-generating function of the num

ber of primaries which are the absorbed x-ray photons here. Finally, the new form of 
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the CFl for x-ray photon processes is 

^yx(^) = Miv {{MprimarylA [^<5|a(C O ^c+A °'^-</')] )A))C>) ' (5.4.15) 

where N is the number of cluster centers, K is the number of A lumps in a cluster, 

and primary\A is the number of x-ray photons conditioned on a single lump. 

The form of CFl of the x-ray photon processes is very similar to that for the 

clustered lumpy object itself. The only difference is the innermost characteristic 

functional being in the clustered lumpy objects but 4'y^|A in x-ray photon pro

cesses. The cause of the difference is the different forms of objects. The absorbed 

x-ray photon process is a sum of the displaced delta functions, the mean function of 

which is the continuous clustered lumpy object. One more sum layer in the absorbed 

x-ray photon processes produces one more layer in its CFl, which manifests in the 

expression of ^y,;|A in the equation (5.4.10). 

5.4.2 CFl of incident visible photon processes on the lens 

Some of the x-ray photons through the fluorescent screen are absorbed and converted 

to visible photons. These visible photons are scattered by the crystallites inside the 

screen. When coming out of the screen, the visible photons are displaced from the 

x-ray photon absorption sites. They serve as the incident light on the lens after the 

screen. The incident visible photon process is denoted as yv.in and written in the 

form of 
N  K n  

yv,m(r) = J] ̂  5(r - R„ - Ar„fc), (5.4.16) 
n= l  k n = l  

where N is the number of absorbed x-ray photons, Kn is the number of visible photons 

generated by the n*'' absorbed x-ray photon, R„ is the 2D absorption position of the 

absorbed x-ray photon, and Ar„fe is the 2D displacement of the visible photon 
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produced by the absorbed x-ray photon. Its CFl is 

^yv,i„(^) = (((exp(-27ri^Vv,i: 

{Ar „A,} ,{Rn},{ / f„},iV 

yv,m|yx' yx|b/ b 

= (((exp(-27ri^Vv,m)) ) ) • (5.4.17) 
\ \ \  V {Ar„fc},K„lR„/{R„},iV|b/b 

The number of absorbed x-ray photons N is Poisson distributed. The positions {Rn} 

are i . i .d.  uniformly inside the field of view. The displacements {Ar„fc} are also i . i .d. ,  

and their probability density function is proportional to the point spread function 

(PSF) of the screen [9]. 

For a given background b, the conditional CFl is calculated as 

^yv,m|b(^) = 

/  r  N  K n  

= ( exp -2m ̂  ̂  ̂(R„ -t- Ar„fc) 
\ _ n=l k=l 

I  N  K n  \  = nn exp [—27ri^(R„ -t- Ar„fc)] y 

\n= l \ f c = l \  / {Ar„fc}/ { K n } /  {Rn},iV 

= \ , (5.4.18) 

\ "=1  \  /  { K n } /  {R„}, iV 

where S is the shifting operator, and ^<5|pd(^) is the conditional CFl of a randomly 

located delta function on the PSF of the screen. The form of the conditional CFl of 

delta function is as follows 

^%d(^) = (exp(-27ri^(Ar)){^rj 

J dAr exp(—27riAr) Pd(Ar) 
r ^ A  / A N  •  ( 5 - 4 - 1 9 )  
J dArpd(Ar) 

Because the CFl ^5|pd(^ o <5r„) is independent of the number of secondaries K„, the 

conditional CFl for the visible object on a given background is 

^yv,in|b(^) — ((Msecondan/ [^<5| P d ° )]V 

— {{^secondary [^<51PD° *^11)] )R,)JV 

= ̂ primary {{^-secondary [^<5|pd(^ ° >5r)] )j^} . (5.4.20) 
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The number of primaries in the random ampUfication process, i .e.  the absorbed x-ray 

photons, follows Poisson distribution. The mean number is given as N = f dR6(R). 

With the probability-generating function of a Poisson random variable known, the 

above CFl can be rewritten as 

^yv,.n|b(^) - exp d f L  s e c o n d a r y  (5.4.21) 

By averaging over the random background b, which is a clustered lumpy 

background here, the final CFl of the incident visible photon processes is 

^yv,.„(0 

~ (^yv,m|b(0)b 
/  /  .  N  K n  

= / exp ( / dR ^ ̂  A [[i?<iJ(R - c„ - Ank)] 
\ n=l k=\ 

{^^secondary 

{^^secondary [^<5|p;j '^R)] l} 

= ^^JJ ^^exp^Y dRA[[i?0„](R-c„-A)] 

• {^secondary [^<51pd(^ ° '^r)] ~ ^ ^ ^ 

= (|exp(^y"dRAp^J(R-c„-A)] 

{A„fc}/ { K n } /  {c„,0„}/ N  

A / Kn' {Cnj'/'n}' ^ 

{^^secondary [^<5|pd ^ *5R)] 
A-" { Ctj,  , < f > n }  '  ^  
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= ( ( M 

N  

c , 0 /  N  

exp^y dR A [[i?0](R — c — A)] 

secondary [^5|pd(^ ® *^r)] l} 

= (exp(^JdRA[[R^]iR-c-A)] 

{^secondary [^5|Pd(^ ^ «5R)] — 1} 

= MAf|^MK j^^exp^y dRA(R) 

•  ^ ^ s e c o n d a r y  [ ^ ^ 5 1 p d ( C  ° —  l |  

secondary [^5|Pd (c 

A 

o5i 

c , ( j>  

RIA })J>e„ 
(5.4.22) 

where the number of primaries is Poisson-distributed, and the cascaded model is 

described in the previous chapters [9,18,53]. Both the number of clusters N and 

the number of lumps in a cluster K are Poisson-distributed, and the forms of the 

probability-generating functions Mjv and Mj<- are in (5.3.13). The probability-generating 

function of the number of primaries also has the same form. We can therefore find 

the function in the argument of above as 

^primary\A ((^)R|A) exp dRA(R) (i(R) - 1) 

where the function t is expressed as 

t = M secondary ^5|pd ° '^[il_^](R)+c+A) 

(5.4.23) 

(5.4.24) 

The conditional average over t and the probability-generating function of the number 

of primaries are both on an object containing only one lump at the origin. 

The only thing unknown is the probability-generating function of the number of 

secondaries Msecondary- The number distribution of the secondaries is hard to measure 

or model. A discussion can be found in refs. [59,65]. Because the total energy in the 
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secondaries from a single absorbed x-ray photon is much less than the energy of the 

x-ray photon itself, the first approximation to the number distribution of secondaries 

is Poisson law. 

5.4.3 CFl of visible photon processes in images 

The point process of the visible photons out of the lens is very similar to the previous 

one. We skip the output visible photon processes and proceed on to the next process 

discussed in section 3.2.4. The exit surface of the screen is then imaged onto the CCD 

detector surface by the imaging lens between the screen and the CCD. The image on 

the CCD before digitization is another 2D spatial stochastic point process made of 

visible photons passing through the lens. The process can be expressed as 

N  K n  

^ - R-n - Ar„fc - Ar^fc), (5.4.25) 
n=lkn=i 

where is the displacement of the visible photon produced by the absorbed 

x-ray photon from the original position of this visible photon on the screen, and Pnk 

is the indicator of the presence of this visible photon on the CCD. The indicator is 1 

when the visible photon passes through the lens and reaches the CCD detector, and 

it equals 0 otherwise. The CFl is 

= ((((exp(-27rzCVs)) , ) , ) 
\ \ \ \ ' y^lyv,in' yv,m|yx/ yx|b/ b 

= / / / / e x p ( — \  \  \  .  ( 5 . 4 . 2 6 )  
WW " /^„fc,Ar;jAr„fc,R„/{Ar„fc},K„lR„/{Rn},Ar|b/b 

The indicator ^nk is a discrete random variable taking only the value of 0 or 1. Its 

probability function depends on the input position of the visible photon on the screen 

R„ 4- Ar„ft. The random displacement Ar^j. is because of the random propagation 

direction of visible photon out of the screen. Its probability density function can be 

obtained by the transformation of the PDF of the propagation direction s„fc incident 

on the lens. The PDF of the unit vector s is given by the generalized BTDF function 
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described in the previous chapters, and we denote it as pr(s|R + Ar) for any visible 

photon produced by an absorbed x-ray photon at R and going out from the position 

R + Ar on the screen. As before, the point response function of the lens for the 

photon at R + Ar is called Pg(Ar'|R + Ar). It equals the conditional PDF of Ar' 

on R + Ar. Inherent aberrations of lenses refract rays taking various directions from 

a single point on an object plane to a number of points on the corresponding image 

plane. Rays propagating in different directions may hit the same point on the image 

plane [40]. Based on this transformation from the incident direction s at the entrance 

pupil of the lens to the displacement Ar' on the CCD, we have 

5Ar' 
Pg(Ar'|R-|- Ar) = ̂ pr (s^'^(Ar')|R + Ar) (5.4.27) 

where s(')(Ar') is the root of the transformation at the given displacement Ar', 

aAr' is the absolute value of the determinant of the Jacobian matrix evaluated and 

at root of the transformation. Because the optical transformation from a incident 

direction to a outgoing image position is deterministic, one direction is mapped un

ambiguously to only one position. Different roots occupy distinct subsets of the 

incident directions without overlapping. Once the angular distribution among those 

subsets is given, the displacement position distribution is determined. The union of 

those subsets is the passing solid angle of the lens. The mean of any function t of 

Ar' can thus be done by taking the average over s instead. 

(f(Ar'))Ar'|R+Ar = J dAr't(Ar')pg(Ar'|RAr) 

/

8Ar' 
dQ(R + Ar)(') t  [Ar'(s«)] pr (s«|R + Ar) 

= J dQt (Ar'(s)) pr (s|R-I-Ar), (5.4.28) 

n(R+Ar) 

where r^(R-|-Ar) is the passing solid angle of the lens at the starting position R-|-Ar. 

In our later calculations, the solid angle contains all the incident directions starting 
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from R + Ar on the screen in which visible photons can pass through the lens and 

reach the CCD. 

For a given background b, the conditional CFI of the continuous visible image 

before the CCD camera is 

= (exp(-27rz^Vs))y«|b 

J r  N K„ 
= I exp — 27rz EE /5nfc^(Rn + Ar„fc + Ar^j^.) 

n—1 k=l 

N  K n  =((((((nn exp [-27ri/3„fc^(R„ + Ar„fc + Ar^^)] 

) ) ) ) ) ) 
/  { / 3 n k } '  { A r ; j /  { A r „ f c } /  { K n } '  { R „ } /  N  

The probability of Pnk taking the value 1 can be denoted as pass(R„ + Ar„it). Its 

probability-generating function is 

%nfe(p) = (P - l)pass(R„ + Ar„fe) + 1. (5.4.30) 

Because all f3nk are i . i .d. ,  we have 

(exp (-27rz^Vs)>{^„,} 

N  K n  =nn (exp [-2mPnk^(Rn + Ar„fc + 
n=lk=l 

N  K n  =nn {exp [-27rz^(R„ + Ar„k + Ar^fc)] pass(R„ + Ar„fe) + 1} . (5.4.31) 
n=l k=l 

When taking the average over Ar^^., only the exponential part contains Ar^;., 

(exp[-27riC(R„ + Ar„fe + Ar^j,)])^^^^^ 

dQ„fc + Ar„fc)^n(s„fc|R„ + Ar„fc) 

L 
(5.4.32) 
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With the help of the passing solid angle n(R + Ar), the probability is 

PASS(Ryi "L- J* DRIYJ/-PR^S^/JLRJ^ -1- (5.4.33) 

r2(R„+Ar„fc) 

We can thus get the following expression: 

((exp[-27ri|Vs]){/3„fc}){Ar;,} 

N  K n  

= n n ({(exp[-27rii^(R„ + Ar„fc + pass(R„ + Ar„fc) + l) 
n=lk—1 

N  K r ^  r  .  

= J][J][l+ / df] (exp{-27r2^[R„ + Ar„A: +Ar'(s)]} - 1) 
n=lfc=l'- Va. n 17 (Rtj,+A ) 

• pr(s|R„ + Ar„A;) 

N  K n  =nn l^(R„ + Ar„fc), (5.4.34) 
n=lk=l 

where we define a new function W (r) as 

iy(r) = 1 + J df2 {exp [—2m^ (r + Ar'(s))] — 1} pr(s|r). (5.4.35) 

n(r) 

Moving one level up in the nested average, we have 

/// r 0 'tft i\ \ \ T-j-TT [/dAr VF(R„ + Ar)pd(Ar) 
(((exp[-27rz^Vs]){/3„.}){A<j){Ar„,} = 1111 

n=lk=l 

N  

f  dAr Pd(Ar) 

n=l 

(5.4.36) 

where the function W (R) is defined as 

W^(R) = (W(H + AR))., = (5.4.37) 

Now we are ready to write out the conditional CFl of the visible photon processes in 
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images, 

N  

N  

n 
n=l 

M 

R/ N  

secondary 

N \  

R /  N  

= M primary 
R 

exp 

=  ( ( ( N  ) ) ) 
\ \ \n=l / { K „ } l  {R„}/ N  

(h'(R))' 

^^secondary 

7dR {M secondary [ p y ( R ) ] - l } 6 ( R ) ) ,  ( 5 . 4 . 3 8 )  

where the number of primaries is Poisson-distributed. 

With the clustered lumpy background and a similar derivation as in the previous 

section, we can find the final CFI of the visible photon processes in images as 

^y.(0 

= (^y,|b(^))b 

= <^exp dR jMsecondan/ W^(R) - l| 6(R)^ 

,  f  I -  N  K „  

expj / dR ^ J^A[[i?0„](R-c„ - A„fe)] 
^ n=l k=l 

^^secondary 

= Mjv 

^^secondary 

{^nfc } i^n 
(w(R) 

MK^^exp|ydRA[[i?<^](R- c - A)] 

= M;v ^exp j^y dRA(R) 

secondary 
c ,<1>  

= j^^Mprimarj/IA^^M^econdan/IW^il-R-^KR-) 

(5.4.39) 
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When looking into the expression of M^(R), we can rewrite it in terms of the condi

tional CFl of a randomly located delta function on the point response function Pg of 

the lens: 

W?(R) 

=={W(R+Av))Ar 

= (^ J  dQ (exp {—27rz^ [R + Ar + Ar'(s)]} — 1) pr(s|R + Ar)^^ 

n(R+Ar) 

= (M^[^^|p,(^o5R+Ar)]>^r- (5-4-40) 

The CFl of the visible image can be rewritten as 

— [{^pnmar^|A ({^5ecoTi(iar^{^ {^/3 [^5|pg ® *5[i?_0](R)+ArH-c+A)] 

where the probability-generating function of (5 is found in (5.4.30). 

5.4.4 CF of image vectors 

The discrete image vector g can be given by a linear mapping of the visible photon 

processes images. The mapping is represented as 

g = Vy„ (5.4.42) 

9m = J dryg{r)hm{r),  m = {1,1}, {1,2},..., {M, M}. (5.4.43) 

where V is the linear discretization operator mapping a function into an MD vector, 

and /im(i") is the response function of the m*'' pixel used in the definition of this 

discretization operator. The characteristic function of the digital image vector can 

then be directly computed from the characteristic functional of the visible photon 

processes in images. 

^g(p)-^y.(^'V). (5.4.44) 

The CF of the digital image is calculated with the adjoint of the discretization oper

ator from the CFl of the visible photon processes in images. 
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5.4.5 Results for lumpy backgrounds 

The CFls for lumpy backgrounds at each imaging stage are given here. The notations 

are the same as in the clustered-lumpy-background case. 

^YX(0 {{MPRIMARJ/ [^<S|A(^O<SE)])J, (5.4.45) 

^YV,M(^) ~ MAT ((MPRIMA7T/]A { [^5| P D ( ^  ° ) R | A})c) ' (5.4.46) 

(^) ~ MJV \_(^^PRIMARY\A(^{^SECONDARY { (M/3 ['^'5|PG (^ ° ̂ R+AR+C)] ) AR 1 )R|A) )C] " 
(5.4.47) 

The derivations are similar to those in the clustered lumpy background case. 

5.5 FOM Derivation 

The characteristic function for a random variable suffices to describe the random 

variable completely. Its behavior at the origin defines all the moments of the random 

variable. Similarly, the characteristic functional for a stochastic process offers an 

alternative to the probability density functional for describing the stochastic process. 

The mean process function and the covariance function of the process are obtained by 

taking first- and second-order derivatives of the characteristic functional at the origin 

as well. These two functions are in the figure of merit, or the SNR in particular, for 

evaluating the Hotelling observers performance on detection tasks. 

5.5.1 Frechet derivative 

The concept of the derivative of a functional is called Frechet derivative [9,60]. For a 

scalar-valued functional, the Frechet derivative is a vector of the same dimensionality 

as the functional argument, which is infinite-dimensional. The definition is similar 

to the ordinary gradient of a scalar-valued function; if the function f is perturbed to 

f + eu, where u is some function in the Hilbert space, then we can define the Frechet 
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derivative <5^'(f) of the scalar functional ^(f) via 

lim + -^(f) = (5 5 1) 
£-•0 e 

The Frechet derivative of a scalar functional is a function. For an infinite-dimensional-

valued functional i.e., an operator maps a function f to another function, the 

Frechet derivative can be similarly defined as 

lim ^(f + eu)-^(f) ^ ^ 
e^O e 

Because the result of the limit is infinite dimensional, the inner product should 

have the same dimensionality, which indicates the Frechet derivative of an infinite-

dimensional-valued functional is an operator. The scalar-valued functional maps a 

function to a scalar, and its first-order Frechet derivative maps a function to an

other function. The second-order Frechet derivative therefore maps a function to an 

operator since the first-order Frechet derivative is in fact an operator. 

Directly applying the definitions, we can calculate the Frechet derivative of the 

characteristic functional of a stochastic process. If is the CFl for a stochastic 

process f, the first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl is From the definition, 

we have 

(u,5^Pf(0) = ;|^f(4 + eu)l e=0 

= ̂  (exp [-27ri(^ + eu)^f] |,=o 

= (exp (-27ri^tf) ^exp (-27rieu^f) |£=o)f 

= (exp (—27ri^^f) (—27rm'''f) exp (—27rzeu'^f) |£=o)f 

= -27riu^ (f exp [-27rz(^ -|- eu)^f] 1^=0 

= —2mv^ (f exp (—27ri^^f))j. 

= (u, —2TTi ( i  exp (—27ri^^f))^) . (5.5.3) 

Because the test function u is arbitrary, the first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl 

for f is 

= —27rz (f exp (—27rz^^f))j.. (5.5.4) 
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The mean process is derived from the first-order Frechet derivative at the origin, 

(f) - (-27rz)-i(5^'f(0). (5.5.5) 

Taking the Prechet derivative a second time, we can have the second-order Frechet 

derivative of the CFl. Noting that both the process and the argument function are 

real, we have 

(u) = + eu)|,=o 

= £ (f exp + eu)^f] >j.} |e=o 

= -2m (f^ exp [-2m -t- eu^f) |,^o] )f 

= (-27rz)^ (f (utf) exp [-2m{^ + eu)^f] |e=o)f 

= {—2m)'^ (f (u^f) exp [—27rz^^f])^ 

= (—27rz)^ (f (f^u) exp [—27ri^^f] )j. 

= [(—27ri)^ (exp (—27ri^^f) (ff^))J u. (5.5.6) 

The second order Frechet derivative of the CFl is 

(^) — {—2mY (f exp [—27ri^^f] . (5.5.7) 

From its value at the origin, we get the autocorrelation operator of the process, 

(ff^> = (-27rz)-2(52^f(0). (5.5.8) 

The kernel of the autocorrelation operator is commonly called the autocorrelation 

function. 

In fact, all the moments can be derived from successive Frechet derivatives of the 

CFL We demonstrate only the first two orders since only they appear in the SNR of 

the Hotelling observers on detection tasks. 
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5.5.2 Calculations of clustered lumpy backgrounds 

Given the analytic forms of the CFl for clustered lumpy backgrounds in section 5.3, 

we can calculate the mean background and the covariance function of the background 

using Frechet derivatives. 

The CFl for the clustered lumpy background is 

^ clumpy 

= M;v((MK(^A 

exp —N< 1 — ( exp -K 1  exp|-27rz J  dr ̂ (r)A [[i?0](r - c - A)] 

(5.5.9) 

Taking the derivative of the functional ^'ci)imps/(^+eu) with respect to e and calculating 

it at the origin, we can derive the expression according to the chain rule of the 

derivative as 

+ eu)i,=o = o o J 

• (M'^ [^A (C o O 7^_^)] [(^ + eu) O o 7e_^] le=o),,^ • 

(5.5.10) 

The first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for clustered lumpy backgrounds is 

S^clumpyiO = M'JV{(M/(-[^A(C ° ° T^-<t>)])c,<l,} 

• (M'^[^A(^ O <Se o 7E_^)]5^'A(^ o o 7^_^))^ (5.5.11) 

The calculation reduces to the Frechet derivative of the CFl for a single lump A 

centered at the position c and oriented at the angle (j). We see 

^A(^+ eu)|e=o = (|^exp |-27ri J  dr [^(r) + eu(r)] A [[i?<^](r - c - A)]| 
£=0/ A 

= -2TTi ([U^ {AoTZ^o 5_C-A)] exp [-27ri£^ (A o o <S_C-A)] • 
(5.5.12) 
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The first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for a single lump is 

o5c o7^_^) 

= -2Txi ^A[[i?^](r - c - A)] exp |-27ri J  dr^(r)A[[/l0](r - c - A)]|^ 

= -2TTi ((A oTZ^o <S_C-A) exp [-27rz^^ {AoTZ^o <S_C-A)] • (5.5.13) 

When substituting this expression into the equation (5,5.11), we can get the final 

form of the first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for the background. 

A CFl equals unity at the origin while the probability-generating function of any 

non-negative discrete random variable is unity at 1. The first-order derivative of a 

probability-generating function evaluated at 1 is the mean of the random variable. 

Based on these results, the mean background is 

(b)clumpy NO O iS_c—A)j. ̂  

= NK (A|[flJ{r - c - A)|)^ . (5.5.14) 

Here we employ the result about the first-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for a 

single lump. 

To calculate the second-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for the whole back

ground, we need to evaluate the derivative of ciumpy{$ + eu) with respect to e at 

the origin. From the equation (5.5.11), we know 

clumpyi,^ ~l~ '^u)|£=o 

= {^A [(£ + eu) O <Se O 

• (M';, (^'A (^ O 5e O 7^_^)) (^ O <Se o 

+ M';v{(M;. [^A(^o5co7e_^)])^ J 

• {Vl/A [(^ + eu) O o n^^]} |e=o5^A (^ O 5e O TZ-^,)) 

+ M'^{(M^ [V&A (Co5e0 7e_^)])^_^} 

• (M^ [^-A (^ o o 7e_^)] [(^ + eu) O <Se o 7^_^] . (5.5.15) 

The first term in the right-hand side of the equation, denoted with the superscript 1, 
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results in 

+ ™)Uo = M;{(Mk [>))a (« o 5c O K-«)l)e.J 

• (m'x |<tA (£ 0 S, o R_^)| (SfJi« O o K.f) u) 
\ / c,(j> 

• (M^ [^A o 5c o 71-^)] O 5e o , 
(5.5.16) 

wliere the operator 5^*]^ is defined as 

O 5C O TZ-^) = -2-Ki ((A oTZ^o S-c-aV exp [-27ri^'^(A o 7^^ o 5_C-A)] • 

(5.5.17) 

The first term of the second-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for the background 

is thus 

[^A (^ O 5e O 7^_^)]),,^} 

• (M'^ [^A (^ o 5C O 7^_^)] 5^A (C O 5C O 7^_^)),_^ 

• (m';, [^'A (^ O 5C o 7^_<^)] 5V1/], (^ o 5c o n^^)) . (5.5.18) 
\ / c,</> 

The second-order derivative of the probabihty-generating function evaluated at 1 is 

the difference of the second-order moment and the first-order moment, 

M'^(l) = {N^) -  (N). (5.5.19) 

For a Poisson random variable, the variance is the same as the mean. The above 

quantity is thus the square of the mean, i.e. (N)'^. From this, the first term of the 

correlation operator is 

(bb')i;L„ = nV{A o o o o (5.6.20) 

This term is equivalent to the operator (b)(b^). 

The treatment of the first term also applies to the other two terms. The second 

term in the right-hand side of the equation (5.5.15) is 

• (M'i IfA (£ o Se O K_j)] (c o o R_j) uifA « » 5c o (6.6.21) 
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We can find the second term of the second-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for the 

background as 

[^A O O [^A O O 7^_^)] 

• <5^A O O 7^_^) o 5E O (5.5.22) 

After evaluating the second term of the Frechet derivative at the origin, we can derive 

the second term of the correlation operator of the background. It is 

(bb*>lLp, = iw'<(A o Ut o 5^c-a>^((A O o (5-5.23) 

In this term, the product of the conditional mean lump function and its adjoint is 

averaged over the cluster center c and the orientation angle (j) simultaneously. This 

is intuitively right since c and (() are the same for all the lumps inside a single cluster. 

The last term in the equation (5.5.15) is calculated as 

+ £")l..o = [4>A {c o s. o r_,)|>^^} 

• (M'^ |«A « o So o K_,)l « o Sc O K_«)] (U))^^^ . 

(5.5.24) 

The last term of the Frechet derivative of the CFl for the background is therefore 

= M'„{(MK |<TA (« O 5, O 

• (Mk ["tA ({ » Sc o n^i)] i'i'A K o So » R-*)>0,« • (5.5.25) 

To find out the second-order Frechet derivative of the CFl for a single lump 

(52^'a(€ o<5co7e_^), we employ the definition of the Frechet derivative in equation 

(5.5.13), 

[5'^A(^o5eo7^_^)] (u) 

= £ {-2ni ((A oTl^o S-c-a) exp [-2zi{^ + eu)^(A o 7^^ o »S_C-A)] )^} U=o 

= (-27rz)^ ((A o o 5_C-A)(A oU^o S-c-a)^ exp [-27ri$^(A oTZ^o 5_c-A)] u. 
(5.5.26) 

By substituting this expression into the last term and taking ^ as zero, we can get 

the last term of the correlation operator of the background, 

(bbt)iL„ = WK{{KoV.to S_o-a)(A o o S_o^A)»>a,o,*. (5.5.27) 
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In this term, the product of the lump function and its adjoint is averaged over all the 

random variables simultaneously. 

Now we are ready to write out the complete correlation operator of clustered 

lumpy backgrounds, 

(bbt) clumpy ^ K^{A oTZ^o ,i((A o 7^0 o vS_c-A)^>^,e.0 

+  N K \ { A  O  O 5_e-A>^((A o O 5_C-a)^)^),_^ 

+ NK{{A o 7^^ o 5_e-A)(A o 7^^ o (5.5.28) 

Because the first term is the same as the operator (b)(b^), the covariance operator is 

the sum of the remaining two terms, 

^clumpy — (bb^) ciumpi/ (b)(bt) 

=  N K \ { A  O  O  5_e-A>^((A O 7^^ O <S_e-A)OA)c,^ 

+ NK{{K O O 5-e-A)(A O 7^^ o 5_e-A)OA,c,0- (5-5-29) 

Prom this operator, we can find the covariance function as 

K{T, r') = NK'MMIV - c - A)])A(A[[i?^](r' - c - A')])k)c,0 

+ NK{A[[R^]{r - c - A)]A[[/?^](r' - c - A)])A,C,<^. (5.5.30) 

This result is exactly the same as the one Bochud has got in his paper [14], although 

he derived it directly from the probability density functions. By means of the char

acteristic functionals, we can have all the moments in a systematic way. 

With the CFls in the last section, we can surely derive the mean process and the 

covariance function for the visible image in our model imaging system and the SNR 

of Hotelling observers as well. The results should be the same. The procedure is 

demonstrated above, although the detailed derivations are omitted. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

To design lenses using objective image qualities as merit functions, we need to com

pute numerically the SNR developed in the equations (4.3.12), (4.3.17) and (4.3.18).^ 

We should not get lost in those messy expressions. It is interesting to see that all 

the information about the system is encapsulated in two functions, the total point re

sponse function Ptot(r', RL-S) and the factor Q(R, z) describing the fluorescent screen. 

The object randomness is self-contained in its mean function b and covariance function 

Kb- We can therefore treat the object statistics separately from the system design. 

The object here is composed of the signal to be detected superimposed on the 

additive background in signal-present situation, and only the background in signal-

absent situation. In this work, we will investigate the task in the signal-known-exactly 

(SKE) and background-known-statistically (BKS) case. The signal profile and the 

background statistics are discussed in section 6.1. 

When designing the system, we only need to consider the two functions p^t and 

Q. The function Q(R, z) is constant by definition when the the total number of 

visible light photons generated by an absorbed x-ray photon m is independent of 

the absorption depth 2; and the position R. The independence is reasonable for 

well-manufactured mammographic screens. We therefore assume Q as constant in 

our simulation. Only the other function, the depth-dependent total point response 

function Ptot(r', R|2:), needs careful analysis. 

The depth-dependent total point response function p(oi(r', R|2:) appears in both 

the mean image vector and the image covariance matrix. The element of the mean 

image vector is the integral J J d^r'Ptot(r', R|^)/!-i(r')- Since pixels in the CCD do not 

^This chapter is extracted from a paper accepted by JOSA A on July 29, 2004. The chapter can 
be read more or less independently. 
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overlap, the first term of the covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix with the elements 

VHif, the same as the mean image vector. After examining the other two terms of the 

covar iance  mat r ix ,  we  f ind  they  bo th  con ta in  the  in tegra l  f f  d ^ r ' p t o t ( r ' , R j z ) h i ( r ' ) .  

This integral is the basic building block of the numerical SNR computation. 

The depth-dependent total point response function ptot(^', is defined by three 

functions: the spatial point spread function of the screen pd(r, R|^), the passing 

probability of a visible photon pass(r, R|2;) at r with its parent x-ray photon at R, 

and the point response function of the optical imaging system Pg(r', r|R, 2). By the 

PDF of the displacement (3.2.27) on the CCD detector plane, the integral can be 

written as: 

J J dVptot(r',Rlz)/ii(r') 

= JJ dV yy dVpd(r,R|2:)pass(r,R|2:)pg(r',r|R,z) 

= yy d^rpd(r, R|2;)pass(r,R|2) J J d^Ar'pr^r('^^''k) R-) z)hi{r + Av') 

= yyd^rpd(r, R|2)pass(r, R|z) J dQprg(s|r, R, (r + Ar'(r-|-R, s)). (6.0.1) 

n(r) 

When referred back to the expressions of Pd, pass and pr^ in (3.2.13), (3.2.19) and 

(3.2.18), the final integral form used in the Monte Carlo calculation is 

ff 0 , , , , N / /V —/ ^ ff •) U dJl'BTDF(r,s',R,;2b) 
jj d . p„{r . R|.)ft.(r ) = K(R..) Jj i r dV J., d"-BTDF(r-. S-, R, l|.) 

f  BTDF(r, s,R, z|2) , 

n(r) 

(6.0.2) 

The first fraction is the spatial marginal of the BTDF and the second one is the 

conditional angular part on the given spatial position. The optical system manifests 

itself in the integration solid angle r^(r) and the transformation Ar'(s, r). The mean 

gain of the screen K can be independent of the x-ray absorption position R and 

the depth z. The inner and outer integrals can be computed with Monte Carlo 
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applications, where the position vectors r and the direction vector s are of a visible 

photon, and can be sampled from the corresponding probability densities. To find 

the displacement Ar' on the CCD, we can employ a geometrical optical ray-tracing 

routine to trace a ray from r on the screen propagating in the direction s to CCD. 

Since we only need K and Q, the entire PDF of the gain is not necessary. 

6.1 Backgrounds and Signals 

In statistical description of objects, the complete probability density is again not 

necessary but only the first two moments for the Hotelling observer. In fact, only 

the mean and the covariance function of the background are needed since the signal 

is deterministic. There exist two types of backgrounds developed mainly for med

ical imaging, namely, lumpy backgrounds and clustered lumpy backgrounds. Both 

of them are stochastic processes characterized by employing random parameters in 

deterministic function forms, which makes them mathematically tractable. 

The lumpy background is proposed to simulate the image variability in nuclear 

medicine [57]. A sample function of the lumpy background is 

N 

flumpyi,^^ ^ ^ A(r — Cn |cin) ^n)) (6.1.1) 
n~l 

where r is a spatial variable in the two or three-dimensional object space, A(-) is the 

deterministic lump profile function, N is the number of lumps. For the lump, c„ 

is the center of the lump function, a„ is the magnitude of the lump function, and s„ 

is the parameter controlling the lump width. The random parameters consist of N 

and the set of c„, a„ and s„. The number of lumps N is Poisson-distributed with the 

mean number of N. Each center c„ is uniformly distributed inside the field of view. 

All of a„ and can be deterministic sometimes. The lump profiles are Gaussian 

as first proposed, but can be other forms as well. With one realization of lumpy 

backgrounds as the mean process, the Poisson point process simulating noisy images 
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is non-stationary, which is more practical than stationary flood images when used 

in medical imaging. At the same time, the lumpy background is itself stationary. 

When the lumpy backgrounds with added Poisson noise are used as the simulated 

images, the ensemble images are stationary as well. This background could be the 

background model in our study, however, its visual appearance is far from realistic 

mammographic images. 

The clustered lumpy background is a way of generating textures that simulate 

real mammograms while still being analytically tractable [14]. It is generated by 

first selecting a random number of cluster centers in the object area. Then each 

cluster center is replaced by a random number of blob centers according to certain 

distribution density about the center. At last, there is a blob centered at each blob 

position. The blobs have similar shape functions different by the parameters. The 

shape is elliptical with random orientation. This random background is a wide-sensed 

stationary background with constant mean function and shift-invariant covariance 

function. A sample function is 

N Kn 

f clumpy EE A([/?^J(r-c„-A„fc)la), (6.1.2) 
«=i k=i 

where N is the number of clusters, Kn is the number of lumps in the cluster, 

A„a: is the center of the k'-'^ lump function in the n"' cluster, is the orientation of 

the lumps in the cluster, and a contains the parameters characterizing the shape 

of the lumps. The rotation of the lumps is represented by the rotation matrix 

The angle is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27r. N and {Kn} are all Poisson 

distributed with means N and K, respectively. The center of a cluster c„ is uniformly 

distributed inside the field of view, and the centers of the lumps within this cluster 

are Gaussian distributed around c„. That is, is Gaussian distributed around c„ 

with the width cr^. Bochud uses a two-dimensional asymmetric lump given in polar 
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coordinates as 

k{r,(j)\-^,(i,lx^y) = exp 
llcos^{(j)) + llsm {(t>) 

V m 

(6.1.3) 
*'x''y 

This function is chosen to match the power spcctrum of a set of normal mammograms. 

Two images of clustered lumpy backgrounds are shown in Fig. 6.1. 

We use clustered lumpy backgrounds as the background in our simulation because 

we study a model mammographic system in particular. We follow the distributions 

chosen in Bochud's work, with the unit amplitude of every lump. The mean process 

of the clustered lumpy background is a constant b. The probability density function 

of the primary positions R in signal-absent case is therefore a uniform function inside 

the field of view, and the strength of each sample used in the later Monte Carlo 

simulation is b. The covariance function of the background can be found in ref. [14]. 

The deterministic signal profile is Gaussian. It is additive to the background, mak

ing a signal-present object. The probability density function of the primary positions 

in the signal-present case is largely uniform with a small bump at the location of the 

signal. The covariance function is the same as that in signal-absent case. The peak 

amplitude of a additive signal is several times smaller than the mean amplitude of the 

background since significant signals are so easy to detect that there is little advantage 

to optimize the imaging system. The center of the signal can be anywhere inside the 

field of view but known to the observer, which is called signal known exactly, but 

variable, or SKEV case. When studying the SKEV problem, wo can generate a SNR 

map versus the variable signal location [19], 

6.2 Scattering Model of Screens 

Fluorescent screens absorb x-ray photons and scatter visible light. The generalized 

BTDFs describe the joint spatial and directional distributions of output visible light 

after screens. Although we are lack of the knowledge of the full function, parts of the 

function can be constructed based on the results in wave-scattering research. 
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The Hght scattering through random media is an active and extensive field with 

abundant literature [38,68]. The random media of our interest are called random 

scatterers, a random distribution of many discrete scatterers. The cross section is a 

convenient term to describe the scattering characteristics of a discrete object, such as 

a scatterer [9,38]. The total scattering cross section is defined as 

_ total scattered flux (6 2 1) 
^ normal irradiance ' 

where the term normal irradiance is the power per unit area normally incident on 

the scatterer interface. The differential scattering cross section is the ratio of the 

scattered intensity to the normal incident irradiance. 

When considering the total power absorbed by a scatterer, the total absorption cross 

section can be similarly defined. The sum of the total scattering cross section and 

the total absorption cross section is called the total cross section, or extinction cross 

section, 

(Jt = as + (7 a- (6.2.3) 

After normalized by the total cross section and the solid angle, the differential scat

tering cross section can be used to define a dimensionless quantity called the phase 

function, 
^ 47r dcs ^ .s 

p{Sinc, Sir) = ~ ' (6.2.4) 

where Si„c and Str are the unit vectors parallel to the incident wave and transmitted 

wave propagation directions respectively. The phase function represents the amount 

of scattered power and is not related to the phase of the wave. The name is from 

astronomy, where it refers to lunar phase. When the absorption is negligible, the 

phase function integrates to unit over the whole sphere. In many cases, it is the 

function of just the azimuth angle 9 between Sj„c and Str-
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Considering a single scatterer inside the wave propagation, we can study the 

scattered wave with the Maxwell wave function [68]. When the scatterer size is much 

smaller than the wavelength, the theory of Rayleigh-Gans scattering is valid. The 

phase function of a single scatterer under Rayleigh-Gans assumption is proportional to 

1 +cos^ 9. When the scatterer size is much larger than the wavelength, the scattering 

is in fact either reflection and refraction or diffraction. The Mie theory describes the 

scattering by spheres of arbitrary sizes. The phase function of Mie theory is much 

more involved, and the size of the scatterer is required. 

In dealing with media containing many scatterers, we need different theories for 

different scatterer densities. When the density is tenuous, the incident wave encoun

ters very few scatterers before reaching a receiver. The scattered wave is assumed to 

be due to a single scattering by a scatterer, and all multiple scatterings are negligible. 

As the density increases, we need to take into account attenuation due to absorption 

and scattering along the path. The approximation in this case is that the wave is 

scattered once by a scatterer, but both the incident wave and the scattered wave are 

attenuated by absorption and scattering along the path. This includes some of the 

multiple scattering and is called the first order multiple scattering. Both the single 

scattering theory and the first order multiple scattering employ the results above. 

Historically, there are two methods of investigating multiple scatterings. One is 

radiative transfer theory, or transport theory, and the other is multiple scattering the

ory. In analytical theory, or multiple scattering theory, we still start from the Maxwell 

wave equation including the scattering and absorption characteristics of scatterers. 

Although mathematically rigorous, it is impossible to solve for a general solution ac

counting for all the effects. Various theories dealing with different approximations are 

formed in their own specific ranges [38]. Transport theory, on the other hand, does 

not use wave equations. It is a phenomenological description of the energy trans

portation through media. The central equation is the radiative transport equation, 

or the Boltzmann equation. It is the equation of the radiance [38], or the distribution 
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function defined as the radiance divided by the propagation speed [9]. It includes the 

contribution from the physical processes of absorption, emission, propagation and 

scattering of radiation. A detailed discussion can be found in refs. [9,38]. 

When scatterers are densely distributed in media, the diffusion approximation 

is applicable, and the transport equation is simplified to the diffusion equation [38]. 

The diffusion approximation assumes the irradiance of scattered wave has the angular 

dependence of incident wave direction unit vector up to the first order. The phase 

function is a function of scattered azimuth angle 6 only, and can be expanded in 

a series of Legendre function. The Heyney-Greenstein phase function is used to 

approximated the diffuse phase function in many cases. The Heyney-Greenstein phase 

function is first proposed in astronomy for studying the diffusive radiation in the Milky 

Way [35]. It has the form 

PHG{B) = ]- ^ 3, (6.2.5) 
(1 + — 2g cos(0)) 2 

where 7 is the spherical albedo, defined as the ratio of the total scattering cross 

section to the total absorption cross section, and the parameter g is the asymmetry 

of the phase function, according to the expression 

75 = (cos(6')) = j  d9pHG{0)cos{9).  (6.2.6) 

The Heyney-Greenstein phase function is useful in numerical computation for its 

simplicity. 

Both numerical simulations and experimental studies of light scattering inside 

fluorescent screen are found in many places [50,26,46,4]. The result depends on the 

density and the shape of the scatterers in the screen, and the angular distributions 

of scattered light in literature are not very far from that of Lambertian objects. 

However, for the purpose of merit function demonstration in our work, the exact 

functional form is not critical. The scatterer density in mammography screens is 

too large to apply the single scattering theory. To the first-order approximation, we 
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choose the Lambertian assumption for the angular distribution of scattered light after 

the screen, which is independent of the output position of the scattered light. The 

spatial distribution changes with the absorption depths of x-ray photons. We assume 

the spatial distribution of the scattered light in the form of Gaussian function with 

the width equal to the absorption depths from the exit surface of the screen. The 

complete generaUzed BTDF is therefore the product of the angular distribution and 

the conditional spatial distribution on the x-ray absorption depth. 

6.3 Optical Simulation 

To simulate the optical point response function pg(r',r|R, z), we wrote a ray-tracing 

routine to facihtate the parallel computing of the SNR on the Linux Beowulf system 

built in our laboratory. With the samples of R, Ar and s, we can get the displacement 

Ar' by tracing a ray starting at the position R -I- Ar and the direction s. The vector 

form of Snell's law in SD space is [9] 

where Sj„c and Str are the propagation direction vectors of incident and transmitted 

rays respectively, n is the unit vector normal to the interface, and fix is the unit vector 

normal to n in the plane of incidence. nj_ can be obtained by applying Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonalization to n and Sinc, 

The ray hits on the image plane at R + Ar + Ar'. 

If a ray intercepts the lens housing, the ray will be removed from the final result to 

simulate a completely absorptive housing. The ray-tracing scheme simulates exactly 

the complex vignetting of the lens, and realizes the exact function pass(r,R|2:) as 

well. In the ray-tracing routine, every interface between glass and air is completely 

(6.3.1) 

(6.3.2) 
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transparent without reflection for simplicity. The finite reflection of lens elements can 

be readily added according to Presnel reflection coefficients. Our simulation neglects 

this effect because our primary goal is to demonstrate the usage of the objective merit 

function in lens design. 

6.4 Positive Semi-definite Functions 

To evaluate the performance of the channelized Hotelling observer, we can compute 

the squared SNR directly. The positive semi-definiteness of the average covariance 

function ensures the non-negativity of the squared SNR. Taking a look at the co-

variance function expression again, we find it is important to ensure the positive 

semi-definiteness of the background covariance function in the numerical computa

tion. Direct Monte Carlo method cannot guarantee the positive definiteness because 

small deviations in the elements of the matrix usually break it. The positive semi-

definite matrix can be decomposed as a product of another matrix with its transpose, 

which is analogous to taking a square-root of a non-negative number. Similarly, the 

positive semi-definite function can be written as the autocorrelation of another func

tion. The existence of such a function is explained in Appendix C. This "square-root" 

function of the covariance function is thus used in the Monte Carlo application to form 

the "square-root" of the covariance matrix. 

The covariance function of the clustered lumpy background /C6(Ri,R2) is shift-

invariant since the background is stationary. In fact, we can find a real-valued sym

metric function $(R) to construct the covariance function in the form 

Kh(Ri - R2) = jj d'i?$(Ri - R)$(R- R2). (6.4.1) 

The exact expression of the construction function $(r') is derived in Appendix C. 

With this function, the third term of the covariance matrix of the final image is given 
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as 

' nil ~ Î 2)/i, (4)- (6.4.2) 

where is the ij"' element of the third term of the covariance matrix. The set 

{//// ^(R.! ~R')Ptot(r'i, R'i)^i(r'i)} composes a X 1 functions vector. The 

matrix function formed by the product of the vector function and its transpose is thus 

a positive-definite matrix. The integral of this positive-definite matrix over the field of 

view is the third term of the image covariance matrix, and therefore positive definite. 

We will then compute the Monte Carlo integration over the vector function directly. 

After the above procedure, the resultant estimate of the third term is always positive 

definite. 

6.5 Channel Profiles 

In chapter 2, statistical decision theory is introduced as the theoretical basis for 

task-based image quality evaluation. The Bayesian observer is the optimal observer 

performing classification tasks by this theory, and it is also called the ideal observer. 

To model human observer's performance in a task-based sense, we should also start 

from the ideal observer. When modifying the ideal observer to predict the human 

observer's performance, we should be based on the features of the human visual 

system. 

Vision science is itself a large and active research domain; a review can be found 

in [9,30]. The human has a sophisticated visual perception system from eyes to visual 

cortex in brain. After an image is formed by the lenses in eyes on the retina, millions 

of rods and cones are stimulated. The stimuli are then sent to ganglion cells through 

bipolar cells. The axons of ganglion cells form the optical nerve stream. The stream 

ends up in the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. The cells in the lateral 
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geniculate nucleus lead the signal into the part of cortex called visual cortex. Some 

signal processings and feature extractions are performed in the visual cortex layer, so 

we can perceive the object being viewed. 

A model replicating the entire visual system in the human is not necessary to 

us; instead we need a model that simulates the human data in the kinds of tasks 

for image quality assessment. In psychophysics, the human's overall response to a 

pattern is measured to define the human's pattern detect ability. In the studies of hu

man's response to the multiple-frequency patterns, scientists come to the conclusion 

that different spatial-frequency components are detected by independent processors 

at different narrow ranges of spatial frequencies [15,58,32]. These processors are 

called channels. There is a long history of the channel study in the vision science 

research. Many cells in the lowest visual areas of cat and monkey and presumably 

human have separate excitatory and inhibitory regions in their receptive fields. Those 

cells are called simple cells in the ground-breaking work of Hubel and Wiesel [37]. 

Very soon after their original studies, the existence of orientation-selective cortex cells 

was suggested as the bases for existing psychophysical results and inspired new exper

iments using oriented stimuli. Later investigators have discovered that both simple 

and cortical cells have another important property. Not only are they selective for 

the orientation of a line or grating but they are also selective for the width of the line. 

Gabor functions, one type of windowed sinusoids, are used as stimuli or channels to 

decompose patterns. This is related to the fact that they are good descriptions of 

neurons' spatiotemporal weighting functions and that their mathematical properties 

might have implications for visual processing [21,70,71] Several other kinds of func

tions have been used instead of Gabor functions. Difference-of-Gaussians (sometimes 

called DOGs) [24,34] Gaussian-derivative models [71], Laplacian operators [47] and 

Cauchy functions [42] have all been used in research. 

The channelized Hotelling observer matches human observer performance in a va

riety of signal types and background types together with different noise mechanisms. 
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It was first introduced by Myers and Barrett [51] to demonstrate its ability to predict 

human's performance in correlated noise. Then, the channelized Hotelling observer 

was found to correlate well with human performance in tomographic imaging system 

evaluation [22,16], image-compression algorithm evaluation [1,28,27] and the pres

ence of anatomical backgrounds in diagnostic images [20]. The selection of channel 

sets highly depends on forms of the signals and backgrounds. We use the radially 

symmetric Difference-Of-Gaussian (DOG) channels because the signal profiles in the 

image are mostly close to radially symmetric. With the signal known in this task, the 

channel are centered at the signal location in images. The channel profiles are given 

in spatial-frequency space with the form 

cAp) 
1 (  P 1 

exp 
2 KBaJ 

— exp 
2 UJ 

(6.5.1) 

where p is the spatial radial frequency variable. The standard deviation of each 

channel is defined by from an initial value CTQ. The multiplicative factor 

B > 1 defines the bandwidth of the channel. When implementing the channels in the 

discrete image space, we use the inverse Fourier transform followed by a digitization 

operator T> defined earlier. The spatial profile of the DOG channel tj{r') by the 

inverse Fourier transform of Cj{p) can be written analytically as 

ij(r) = 27r(Saj)^ exp [—27r^(5(7jr)^] — 27r(7|exp [—27r^(crjr)^] , (6.5.2) 

where r is the length of the 2D spatial vector r. To compare the response of different 

channels, the channel profile is normahzed so that 27r J dr'ij(r')^ = 1, 

/ 5^-1-1 
ij>orm(r) = y ^^2(^2 _ (6.5.3) 

After applying a digitization operator T> on the normalized channel profiles, we can 

have the vector form of the spatial channel profiles. The channel response on an 

image is computed by directly applying the vector form of spatial channel profiles 

onto the image and calculating the inner product of the channel with the image. 



FIGURE 6.1. Two samples of the clustered lumpy background 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS 

The clustered lumpy background has the same parameters throughout the simu

lation. The characteristic lengths of each blob before any random rotation are 

Lx = 1.5 mm, Lj, = 0.6 mm. The mean number of blobs per cluster is Kbiob — 20 

and the mean number of the clusters per square centimeter is Ncluster — lO.lTcm"^. 

The average number of blobs Kuob should not be confused with the mean number of 

secondaries per primary K in the previous discussion. The adjustable coefficients in 

the blob's exponent are a — 3.6373mm5,/3 — 0.5, and the standard deviation of the 

distribution density of the blob centers inside a cluster is = 3.6 mm. The signal 

we used is a Gaussian-profile blob with the standard deviation of a = 1.0 mm. The 

maximum signal level at its center is 10% of the mean background level. A unit level 

in the background and signal corresponds to 58.1 x-ray photons so that the exposure 

on the screen is comparable to the typical screen-film mammographic system with 

anti-scattering grid which is about 9.5 mR [56]. 

The parameters of the fluorescent screen are largely from the Kodak company's 

mammographic screens, which use gadolinium oxysulfide activated with terbium as 

the phosphor. The size of the screen is 24 x 30 cm^ and the thickness is 84 fxm. The x-

ray absorption coefficient is = 1.3 cm~^ On average, each absorbed x-ray photon 

produces 1000 visible photons which can come out of the exit surface of the screen 

regardless the absorption depth. It is the value of m. To get the Q factor in the 

screen model, the Swank factor S is needed [63,62,64,13]. The value of S for this 

screen is 0.8. The Q factor is independent of the absorption depth as well and can be 

found from the equation (4.3.11). To the first order approximation, the generalized 

BTDF can be written as the product of the separate spatial and angular parts. We 
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approximate the spatial distribution density of the visible photons as Gaussian with 

the standard deviation equal to the absorption depth with respect to the exit surface 

of the fluorescent screen. The angular part is independent of the positions and depths. 

The angular distributions are assumed to follow the Lambertian approximation. 

The imaging lens is the part containing parameters to be changed. We will study 

the effects of those parameters on the image quality defined by the SNR of the chan

nelized Hotelling observers. There is a folding mirror between the screen and the lens 

to eliminate the x-ray photons from striking onto the CCD camera directly. In the 

simulation, the mirror is unfolded and not included in the ray-tracing routine. The 

blocked x-ray photons are taken away from the simulations. 

The CCD camera has 128 x 128 pixels with the pixel size 50 x 50The 

quantum efficiency is 100%, and there are no gaps between adjacent pixels. This 

simple model of an ideal CCD camera is adequate for our simulation now. 

The channels used in the observer model are the dense DOG channels mentioned in 

Craig Abbey's work [2]. This model uses ten channels. The initial standard deviation 

in frequency is CTQ = 0.005 pixeP^ and the ratio of the standard deviations between 

adjacent channels is a = 1.4. The multiplicative factor defining the bandwidth of the 

channel is B = 1.67. 

The signal position varies from an on-axis spot up to the edge of the screen. The 

signal position is known to the observer so that the center of the channel set is on 

the image of the signal center each time. When the magnification is not large enough 

to cover the full screen in CCD shot, we will move the CCD accordingly to image up 

to the edge. Each time the CCD camera is shifted, the signal to be imaged will be 

guaranteed within the CCD detector and not too close to the boundary. 
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7.1 Aperture Size 

The first experiment is to study the effect of the aperture size of the lens. The 

plots of SNR vs. signal position at different aperture sizes are in Fig. 7.1, and the 

corresponding spot diagrams at four different fields are in Fig. 7.2. The CCD camera 

is at the minimum RMS point size position, which is commonly called the best focus 

position. An iris is used at the stop to control the numerical aperture of the lens. With 

the parameters unchanged except the iris diameter, the aperture size of the imaging 

system can be controlled. The CCD camera remains at the minimum RMS spot 

size position as the aperture size is changed throughout this experiment. When the 

iris is opened up, the light throughput becomes larger so that the exposure during 

the same time interval increases. The relatively large demagnification of the lens 

cuts off a large portion of the light by the relatively small numerical aperture in 

object space. The visible light that finally gets onto the CCD detector is so dim 

that the lens usually becomes the quantum sink. Larger stop size generally improves 

the discrimination ability of observers by making the lens less of a quantum sink. 

Meanwhile, more aberrations are introduced into the image and make the images 

more blurred. The signal is gradually smeared into the background by more and 

more blurs. Blurring effects are usually detrimental to the observer's ability to pick 

a signal out of the background. The trade-off between the stop size and the blur, i.e. 

between the numerical aperture and the aberration, can be defined quantitatively by 

a certain aperture size which makes the observer have the highest SNR. 

In this experiment, we vary the object-space numerical aperture from 0.005 up 

to 0.055, which corresponds to f-numbers from 10 down to 0.91. The SNR curves 

vs. the signal position are compared in all f-number cases. From the Fig. 7.1, the 

SNR increases with the decreasing f-number at all fields in the f-number range from 

10 to 2. The enhancement in the SNR demonstrates that the ffux increase improves 

the observer performance at the relatively small apertures. From f-number 2 to 
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under 1, the SNR has only hmited increase at first and then is maximized at about 

f/1. Although we cannot open the aperture further, we can already observe the 

saturation of the SNR at around f/1. In this case, it will not help in detecting signals 

by decreasing the f-number further. The maximum SNR curve numerically defines 

the best f-number for this lens design. This f-number quantitatively indicates the 

balancing point between the flux and the aberrations in the task-based manner. 

At the same f-number, the aberration changes with changing field although the 

exposure is almost the same within a 10° field of view in this Lambertian condition. 

Therefore the aberration differences are the main reason for the SNR differences at 

the different signal positions given any single f-number. Prom the largest f-number 

at 10 down to 2, each SNR curve is almost flat though. Prom the spot diagram plots, 

the spot size is limited in about 2 by 2 pixels throughout the full range of the field 

of view. Therefore, the observer performance is insensitive to the aberration changes 

when the spot width is within about 2 pixels. Prom f-number 2 to under 1, the SNR is 

not flat but has a maximum at about 0.7 field. Prom the spot diagrams, the spot size 

generally increases with the decreasing f-number and has the minimum at about 0.7 

field. Most of the spots are wider than 2 pixels. This means the observer performance 

is sensitive to the aberration when the spot size is beyond the 2-pixel limit. Looking 

at the 0.7 field in the spot diagrams, we find that the spot sizes are still around 2 

pixels at different f-number. The SNR increase trend with decreasing f-numbers is 

again observable at that field. Away from the 0.7 field, both aberration and exposure 

have visible effects on the observer performance. Even though the spot size is less in 

the far off-axis field than in the near-axis field, the SNR is higher in the near-axis field 

than that far from axis. This is because vignetting begins to reduce the exposure in 

the off-axis field at low f-number, and the SNR enhancement from the smaller spot 

size is overcompensated by the SNR decrease from less exposure. 
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7.2 Working Distance 

The second experiment is to study the effect of the working distance change of the 

same lens. The SNR plots at different working distances are in Fig. 7.3, and the 

corresponding spot diagrams are in Fig. 7.4. We choose the f/0.91 lens design from 

the previous experiment since it yields best observer performance. Each time we 

change the working distance, the lens is adjusted to the best focus position for that 

working distance. The closer the object is to the lens, the farther the CCD camera 

is from the lens, and the higher the absolute magnification value. The magnification 

of the imaging system varies monotonically with the working distance, so we use the 

magnification to denote the working distance. At the designed working distance, the 

magnification is —0.10. This experiment examined the SNR changes at the different 

magnifications from —0.07 to —0.13. Because of the large demagnification used, the 

change in the working distance is much smaller than the distance between the screen 

and the lens. The observer's performance varies considerably in spite of the small 

changes in the working distance. 

The flux becomes larger when increasing the absolute magnification because the 

solid angle viewed from the object plane becomes larger with the increased working 

distance. At the close-to-axis field range, the SNR curves decrease with the increas

ing absolute magnifications. In this field range, the spot size quickly increases when 

the absolute magnification gets larger. The SNR drop shows that the small improve

ment on the observer performance by the flux increase cannot overcome the negative 

effects of blurring. At lower absolute magnification portion, the curves are largely 

overlapped with an insignificant decreasing trend with increasing absolute magnifi

cations. From the spot diagrams, the spot sizes are within the 2-pixel width limit 

in this portion. Therefore the observer performs similarly since the flux difference is 

small. When extending to the far off-axis field region, the changing trend of the SNR 

curves versus the magnifications reverts, SNR becoming higher at the higher absolute 
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magnification. For magnifications lower than 0.1, SNR increases quickly when the 

absolute magnification gets larger. For the cases when the absolute magnifications 

are higher than 0.1, the SNR curves are very close. The spot size now has a minimum 

at the magnification —0.10 and increases toward both ends. Therefore the rapid im

provement in the observer performance below the magnification —0.1 indicates the 

help from both the decreasing spot size and the increasing flux. When the absolute 

magnification is larger than 0.1, the detrimental efTects from the increased spot size 

balance the positive effects from the flux, and the observer performance remains the 

same. At about 0.7 field, the spot sizes vary little among different working distances, 

which makes the SNR almost unchanged. 

When the absolute magnification is small, the SNR curves are relatively flat at the 

close-to-axis field range, and generally go downward at the far off-axis field region. 

This is because the observer can tolerate the aberrations within 2-pixel wide spots, 

which is true in the near-axis field. At the higher absolute magnification area, the 

effects from the aberrations become visible, and the observer performs best at about 

0.7 field since the spot sizes are minimum there. Although the spot sizes are obviously 

different between the full field and zero field, the observer performs similarly. This 

indicates the effects of aberration should be more than just the effects of the spot 

size. 

In this experiment, both the flux and the aberration clearly affects the observer 

performance. The spot size is only a coarse summary on the effect of the aberrations. 

More detailed effects by the aberration should not be overlooked. We can select the 

working distance based on the region where the signal will show up. Above all, there 

is only small improvement in the near-axis fields and larger drop in the far off-axis 

fields at the small absolute magnifications, and nearly no improvement in all fields 

at large absolute magnifications. We should consider the original designed working 

distance as the best among all choices. 
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7.3 Defocus 

The last experiment is on the focus shift of the lens. The SNR plots at different image 

plane positions are in Fig. 7.5, and the corresponding spot diagrams are in Fig. 7.6. 

Based on the first two experiments, we would like to study the effect of the aberration 

alone. We designed the third experiment since the defocus is the most convenient way 

to control the blur size of the imaging lens. Additionally, we can check if the best 

focal plane defined by the smallest RMS spot size is the best in task-based sense. In 

this experiment, we use the f/0.91 lens from the first experiment again. The defocus 

is in terms of CCD detector plane shift from the best focal plane. The shift ranges 

from —200 /xm to 400 yum, where the negative shift means moving the CCD toward 

the lens and the positive shift moving away. Now the fluxes in all the cases are the 

same. At the near-axis field region, The SNR becomes smaller when the CCD camera 

is moved closer to the lens. When the focus shift is between 100/^m and 300 /xm, the 

SNR stays close and almost always remains at the maximum. When going out to 

the far off-axis field region, the SNR increases when the CCD camera is moved closer 

to the lens. When the shift is positive, the SNR curves overlap and remain at the 

upper bound. The complicated changes in SNR are related to the complex blurs by 

the different amount of aberrations. Prom the spot diagrams, the SNR change can 

approximately explained by the RMS spot size, but we can also see the effect from 

the further details of aberrations. For the spots at the far off-axis field region and 

the negative focus shift, the RMS spot size increases when moving closer to the lens 

while the SNR is almost the same. This indicates that the tail in the spot does not 

affect the observer performance, even though it contributes to the RMS spot size. 

A similar situation happens in the near-axis field region and the moderate positive 

focus shift; the tail around a much "darker" center affects the SNR little. Based on 

these observations, the RMS spot size is not a very pertinent measure of the position 

of the best focus. In fact, we can see the best focal plane should be moved a little 
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further away from the lens, within 100 ixxa from the RMS best focal plane, as seen 

from the SNR curve of the 100 /xm focus shift. 
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FIGURE 7.1. SNR plots at different aperture sizes. The signal position is measured from the optical axis on the 
entrance surface of the screen. The image plane position is unchange in all cases. The aperture size is in terms of the 
numerical aperture in object space. 
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FIGURE 7.3. SNR plots at different working distances. The signal position is measured from the optical axis on the 
entrance surface of the screen. The aperture size is unchanged in all cases, with NA = 0.055. The working distance 
is in terms of the magnification. 
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FIGURE 7.5. SNR plots at different image plane positions. The signal position is measured from the optical axis on 
the entrance surface of the screen. The aperture size is unchange in all cases. The defocus is in terms of the distance 
from the ideal image plane in image space. 
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FIGURE 7.6. The spot diagrams at four fields of different image plane positions. The field position is in terms of the 
radial distance from the optical axis on the image plane. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Conclusions 

Prom our simulation, the task-based lens design merit function in terms of the SNR 

of the channelized Hotelling observers can quantitatively take into account not only 

aberrations but also the flux and noises. The designers' subjective opinion on the 

relationship between the aberration and other facts of the design is eliminated. The 

connection is instead numerically established based on statistical signal detection 

theory and the mathematical human vision model through the channelized Hotelling 

observer. We therefore call the SNR the objective design criterion in task-based sense. 

To our knowledge, this is the first time to introduce the observer's performance into 

lens design. 

We should note that the results in this work, such as the best f-number at about 

1.0 and the observer's tolerance at 2-pixel width spots, are only pertinent to the 

mammographic imaging condition. To apply the objective criterion, the results are 

critically determined by the relevant flux level and noise characteristics together with 

the base lens type. 

8.2 Future Work 

The natural extension of this work is to build an optimization procedure from the 

quality-evaluation procedure illustrated here. The quality-evaluation step has solved 

the big problem of numerically computing the task-based merit function. The opti

mization needs to construct a search algorithm to find the maximum point, preferably 

the global maximum. 
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There are generally two types of search algorithms. One kind of search method 

is to choose a search direction and take a step in this direction, and then repeat 

the process iteratively. Most of them need the gradient of the object function under 

searching, such as iterative coordinate descent, steepest descent and conjugate gra

dient [9]. Since we already have the analytic formula of the merit function, we can 

differentiate the function and formulate the expression of the gradient with respect to 

design parameters. However, the gradient has even more complex form than the merit 

function itself, and must be more difficult to evaluate as well. It is at least not a good 

way to use the conventional gradient-involved search algorithm in task-based lens 

design, if not impractical. Moreover, lens design is a high-dimensional optimization 

problem, usually involving tens of design parameters. It is common to have multiple 

local extremes in merit function. The conventional search algorithms can only find a 

local extreme. The task-based merit function is evaluated by Monte Carlo applica

tion, which can introduce additional noise because of the randomness of Monte Carlo 

applications. This noise may cause errors in conventional search algorithms. 

Another more recent type of search algorithms is stochastic search without gra

dient calculation. These methods, including genetic algorithms, neural networks, 

simulated annealing and tabu search, are invented to handle complex search problem 

with high dimension. A brief review can be found in ref. [29]. We propose to inves

tigate these heuristic search algorithms further, especially the simulated annealing 

algorithm. It is a general optimization algorithm derived from physical science [41]. 

The algorithm makes analogy to the physical process of annealing, which is a means 

of reducing the temperature of of a material to its minimum energy state. This state 

can be considered as a global minimum of the objective function. The negative merit 

function can be used as the object function in simulated annealing. The simulated 

annealing process gradually decreases the objective function value by a series of moves 

in the domain of the function, just Uke decreasing the temperature slowly to reach the 

thermal equilibrium. While decreasing the function, some non-improving or value-
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increased steps can be accepted with a probabihty. This technique simulates the slow 

temperature-drop, which prevents local suboptimal configurations from being frozen 

into the material. Mathematically, simulated annealing can find a global minimum 

instead of a local minimum in this way. 

The unique merit function can be readily used in any design optimization as long 

as the ray-tracing routine is applicable. One step further in this work should be to 

design a diffractive element for the original designed lens. This piece of optics can 

correct the original lens to achieve higher observer performance when the lens is used 

away from its designed imaging conjugate. 

The comprehensive analysis of the imaging system developed here can be used 

in the system study. One of the interesting problems is to investigate non-Gaussian 

noise in this system when exposures are to small to validate the central limit theorem. 

Another consideration would be to introduce proper observer performance mea

surement for the estimation task, and use it similarly as the merit function for opti

mizing lenses in the appropriate estimation task. LumiSPECT is a optically coupled 

SPECT system which employs an imaging optics to detect gamma rays. LumiSPECT 

is a very similar imaging system as we have studied here, and it should mainly be 

evaluated for the estimation task. The calculation of the merit function is under 

study in our group, and great progress has been achieved which makes it ready for 

imaging system optimization. 
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APPENDIX A 

MEAN IMAGE VECTOR 

The discrete mean image array g is given by applying the operator V on the contin

uous mean image function (^(r')), 

I = dV7/g(r')h(r')) = JJ d'^r'{g{r'))h(r') =V {{g{r'))), (A.0.1) 
supp supp 

where h(r') is the vector function whose elements are the pixel response functions 

The calculation of (^(r')) is 

1. Average over the displacement on the CCD detector plane 

(5(r')){Ar;,} = Z] // ̂^^'nkPnk^v' - R„ - Ar„fc - Ar;^) 

" oc 

Pg(R,jj + Afjifc + R,jj + Ar,j/j|R^, z^) 

^/^RIFCPG(^ ) RN ~1~ ^L*RIA:IRNJ-^N)* (A,0.2) 
n k 

2. Average over 

^ ^ ^ ^(/^rafc)Pg(^ ) "l~ ^^^nfclRnj •^n) 
n k 

^ ^ ^ ^ pass(Rn -|- Ar^j;, R^|zn)pg(r , R^ "I" Ar^j^ |R„, . 
n k 

(A.0.3) 

3. Average over the displacements on the exit surface of the screen {Ar„fc}: 

<9('''))(Ar..) 

° 23 E //cl''-»iPass(R„ + Ar„t, R„|2„)Ps(r', R, + Ar„i|R„, z^) 

^ ^ oo 

Zy^ P(J(R>72 -|- Î nl-̂ n) 
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= //dVpd(r,R„|z„)pass(r,R„|z„)pg(r',r|R„,z„) 
"  ^ = 0 0  

— ^ ^ -^n(Rn5 -^ri) -^n(Rn; -^n) 
n 

• JJ dVpd(r,R„|z„)pass(r,R„|2;„)pg(r',r|R„,2„). (A.0.4) 

OO 

4. Average over the gains {Kn}-

{ 9 { ^ ' ) ) { k „ }  J J  dVpd(r,R„|^;„)pass(r,R„|2;„)pg(r',r|R„,2;„). (A.0.5) 

^ OO 

5. Average over the absorption depth {zn} 

d d 
p~Znl "x 

^ g—<i/dx 

• JJ dVpd(r,R„|^;„)pass(r,R„|2;„)pg(r',r|R„,^„). (A.0.6) 

OO 

6. Average over the absorption positions of x-ray photons {R„}: 

(5(r')){K„} 

= V ffd^R fdz 
^ yy If m) dm J 4 1 -

supp 0 

• J J dVpd(r,R„|2;„)pass(r,R„|2;„)pg(r',r|R„,z„) 

d 

d.N{f) ? // 
supp 

J J dV pd(r, R„|^„)pass(r, R„|4;„)pg(r', r|R, 2„) 

d 
m dze' zfdx 

d.N{f) 
supp 0 

• JJ d^rpd(r, R|z)pass(r, R|2;)pg(r',r|R, z). (A.0.7) 
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7. Average over the number of absorbed x-ray photons N: 

(5(r'))iv 
d 

=  J  J  d^i?/(R) J  d z  J  J  d^r Pd(r, R|2)pass(r, Rlz)pg(r', r|R, z ) .  

supp 0 oo 
(A.0.8) 

8. Average over the x-ray fluence before the entrance surface of the screen /: 

(5(r'))iv 
d 

= Y JJ J JJ 'i^^Pd('''R'nk)pass(r,R„|^;)pg(r',r|R,2;). 

supp 0 oo 

(A.0.9) 

We define a conditional total point response function Piof(r', Rl^;), an overall total 

point response function Pto4(r', R) and a linear operator Hi now. 

Ptot(r',R|2;) = yydVpd(r,R|z)pass(r,Rl2:)pg(r',r|R,2;), (A.0.10) 

OO 

d 

Pto((r',R) = ̂  J d^e~''/''"ptoi(r',R), (A.0.11) 

0 

[ n j ]  (r') ^ JJd'Rj{R)vtot{v',R). (A.0.12) 

supp 

The mean image array is 

g = [DHj] . (A.0.13) 
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APPENDIX B 

Co VARIANCE MATRIX 

The covariance matrix Kg can be deduced from the autocorrelation matrix Kg and 

the mean image vector g. 

KG = RG-(G)(GR. (B.0.1) 

With the help of the operator T>, we can also get the autocorrelation matrix Rg out 

of the autocorrelation function Rg{r[, r2): 

Rg = (gg^) 

^ //// ̂^''i'^^^2h(r'i)h'(r^)(yg(r;)yg(r^)) 

= [VR,IR[Y,)V^] . (B.0.2) 

The exact expression for the autocorrelation function is 

i ^»« . r i )  =  (EE  R-ni  
M KI 

• - ARN2FE2 - ̂^N2K2))- (B.0.3) 
"2 K2 

In the double sum over rii and n2, there are N terms with rii = and — N terms 

with rii ^712. For ni = n2, there are also Kn terms with ki = k2 and — Kn terms 

with ki ^ ki- For ni ^ ra2) it is irrelevant whether ki = ki- So, there are three cases 

to consider. 

Case 1: nx = n2 and ki — ki 

The calculation parallels the derivation of the mean image array. The contri

bution from this part is 

[^fl(ri>r'2)]i = [7^i6](r^)(^(r'i -r^). (B.0.4) 
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Case 2: ni = n2 and ki ^ k2 

In this case, and are independent, as are Ar„fci and Ar„fc2- The 

result from step (3) is 

t^2 _ 
[i?g(r'i,r'2)]2 = Yl /V \2 "Ptot{r'i,Rn\Zn)Ptot(r2, Rnkn)- (B.0.5) 

Averaging over Kn in the next step needs (iC„(R„,2„)) and 2:„)). Al

though we don't know the PDF of Kn, we still can go a little further because 

Kn is from the binomial selection of M(R„,2:„), which is the total number of 

visible photons generated by the n"' x-ray photon. The probability of a visible 

photon to come out of the screen is denoted with j4(R„, Zn). 

Pr(ir„) = (1 - . (B-0.6) 

IQ = mA, (B.0.7) 

(Kn\m) = mA{l — A) + , (B.0.8) 

(Kl) =mAil-A) + r^A\ (B.0.9) 

— W 
Q(R„ ,^„ )=  —2" .  

Kn 

m A{1 — A) + m?A^ — mA 

rri^A^ 
m? — m 

, 
m 

(B.O.IO) 

With the function Q(R„, z„) introduced above, the result from step (4) is 

V"̂  
["^9('^l''^2)12 ^ ^ 2 Ptoi(^^x' 

n 

— ^ ^ Q(Rk) Zn)'Ptot{j^i 1 Rn\Zn}Ptot{^2^ Rnj'^n)- (B.0.11) 
n 

The remaining steps now give 

d 

{Rg{r'i,r2)]2 = JJ D^I?7(R) Jdz2;)PTOT(RI, R|^:)P4OT(R2, R|^). 

supp 0 

(B.0.12) 
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We can express this term more compactly by defining a linear operator 

d 

[^2?] ir[,r',) = J  J  d ' R J i R )  J dz z)ptotir[,-R\z)ptot{r',,R\z). 

supp 0 

(B.0.13) 

This part of the autocorrelation function is therefore expressed as 

(B.0.14) 

Case 3: rii ^ n2 

If ni ^ 77.2, and considering the independence among and there 

is no correlation between R„j and R„2 except possible randomness induced by 

/(R). For any fixed /, step (6) gives 

(B.0.15) |fi,(r'i,rai, = [Wi/l W) |H,/1 (4). 
N(fr 

Since N is a Poisson random variable at the fixed fluence /, we know that 

{ N '  -  N \ b )  = Var(iV|/) + N { f y  -  N { f )  =  N { f ) ^ .  

From the following step, (7), we have 

[^s(r'i,r2)]3 = [^i/] W) [Hif] (rg). 

After the last step, this case gives 

[^s(ri,r2)]3 = (ri,r2)-

(B.0.16) 

(B.0.17) 

(B.0.18) 

By adding the three parts (B.0.4), (B.0.12) and (B.0.18) together, we find that 

the autocorrelation function is 

•Rs(r'i, r2) = [^i7] (r2)<5(r'i - r^) + [^^2/] (r'l, r'a) + HiRfTil {r[, r'g). (B.0.19) 

Because the operator 7ii is linear, the covariance function is given as 

= Rg{r[,r'2) - {yg{r[)) (%(r^)) 

= [n{f] {r',)d{v[ - r'2) + [7^2/] (r'l,r^) + \n,Kfn\\ (r^,r'^). (B.0.20) 
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APPENDIX C 

CovARiANCE FUNCTION DECOMPOSITION 

To each positive-definite function K { x , y ) ,  there is a Hilbert space S j  with a scalar 

product {fig). The positive-definite function has the reproducing property [9,11], 

f { y ) ^ { f { x ) , K { x , y ) ) .  (C.0.1) 

The function is therefore also the reproducing kernel of the space In fact, the two 

concepts of the functions, as the positive definite function and as the reproducing 

kernel, are known to be equivalent since a reproducing kernel always possesses the 

characteristic property of positive definite functions [3]. A reproducing kernel can be 

constructed by a resolution of the identity in a Hilbert space (for a complete study 

on the resolution of the identity, especially in connection with the theory of operators, 

see M. H. Stone [61]). We call a resolution of identity a family of projections {-PA} 

in depending on a real parameter A, —oo < A < -|-oo, and having some special 

properties. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the class of all self-adjoint 

transformations and the class of all resolutions of the identity [61]. A real number 

AQ belongs to the spectrum of {PA} if Px" — P\' 7^ 0 for every interval A" — A' 

containing AQ. The numbers belonging to the spectrum form a closed set [3]. It has 

been proved (theorem of Hellinger-Hahn) that for any spectrum there exists finite 

or infinite systems {/n(A)} of elements /„(A) € f), depending on A, such that if we 

denote by A/„ the difference /„(A") — fn{^'), we have 

1. for m ^ n, (Ai/m, ̂ 2fn) — 0 for any intervals Ai, A2. 

2. (Ai/„, A2/„) = 0 for any non-overlapping intervals Ai, A2. 

3. The elements A/„ forn = 1,2,... and for all intervals A form a complete system 

i n  S j .  
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For any system {/n(A)} above, it is seen that ||/n(A)P is a non-decreasing function 

/i„(A). We consider the measure introduced on the real axis by which leads 

to Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral f $(A)(i^„(A) [3]. It has been proved that there exists 

the limit 

$„(a;,A)= lim ~ 
a'/"A,A"\A /Lt„(A") - /i„(A') 

for all A with exception of a set of /i„-measure 0 [3]. We then obtain 

+00 

K{x,y) = Y^ f A)$„(y, A)c?^„, (C.0.3) 

" io 

+00 

K{x,X) = Y^ [ d^ln- (C.0.4) 

The series and the integrals in (C.0.3) are absolutely convergent because of (C.0.4) [3]. 

This proves the existence of the decomposition of a positive semi-definite function such 

as a covariance function. 

If the stationary covariance function can be decomposed into 

JC(R) = ff d^r/(R-I-r)/(r)*, the Fourier transform is a positive function defined 

a s  [ T 2 K \  ( P )  =  | | F ( p ) | | ,  w h e r e  J ^ 2  i s  t h e  2 D  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  o p e r a t o r  a n d  F { p )  

is the Fourier transform of /(R). The amplitude of the Fourier transform of the 

decomposition function is the square-root of the Fourier transform of the covariance 

function. 

The covariance function is [14] 

K(R, - R2) = {Rh{Ri - R2) + KRs{R - 1 - R2)), (C.0.5) 

b (R, Tie) = b {R, </?, Tie) 

, ^LI cos2(0 + (p) +LI sin2(0 + ip) 
= exp 

LxLy 
(C.0.6) 
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where b is the blob function, Ri is the autocorrelation function of the blob averaged 

over all the orientations, 
27r 

Rb{Ri - R2) - ̂  y d0 jJd''Rb (Ri - R, KB )  b  (R2 - R, K e ) , (C.0.7) 

0 A 

and Rs is the autocorrelation function of Sg averaged over all the orientations, given 

by 

27r 

Rs = ̂  J d9 JJd''R Sg (Ri - R, Ug) Sg (R2 - R, T i g ) , (C.0.8) 

0 A 

^^(R) ^ JJ d^R'(l)(R')b (R - R', Tig), (C.0.9) 

where Sg is the convolution of the blob center PDF (f) and the blob function. The 

blob center PDF is Gaussian with the standard deviation a^. The constant N is the 

mean number of clusters within the field of view, K is the mean number of blobs per 

cluster and A the the region of the field of view. 

The Fourier transform of Rb results in the absolute squared Fourier transform of 

the blob function averaged over all the orientations: 

27r 

[:F2Rb\ (p) = ^ /II[^26] [pM?. (C.0.10) 

0 

The Fourier transform of Rg is similarly given as 

[^2RS] {p) = ̂  I dO \\[T2Sg] {p,e)f, (C.0.11) 

2n 

27r 

and the Fourier transform of Sg is the product of the Fourier transform of the blob 

function and the Gaussian </». 

[T2Sg] {p, e) = exp (-27rV^p2) [^^2^] (p, 0)- (C.0.12) 

The Fourier transform of the covariance function is given as 

2-k 

(p) = ^ (1 + • -J  d e  w m p .  D ) f  •  (C.0.13) 
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The amphtude of the Fourier transform of the decomposition function is the square-

root of that of the covariance function. 

1^'"" = V ^ • ^(||^24(A«)f>,. (C.0.14) 

where (||^2KPI averaged absolute square of the Fourier transform of the 

blob function. 

The Fourier transform of the blob function can be simplified as follows, 

l^2b](p,0) 

= [^2h\ {p, V?', 0) 
oo 27r 

0 0 

^  L l  cos2(0 +  I f )  +  L I  sin^(0 + (p) 

- n  
d r d ^ r e x p  I  —  ^ - j 2 n p r c o s { < p ' - ^ )  

LxLy 
0 0 

° r  (  \ l i f )  +  i f )  \  
= drdyprexp ^-32^prcos{^+e-^)_ (C.0.15) 

0 0 \ ^ ^ / 

Because the spatial function to be transformed and the Fourier transform kernel are 

both periodic functions of the variable with 27r as one period, the integral over one 

period is independent of the starting point of the integration interval. The interval 

in the above expression can be changed to (0,2?:). 

[Tih] {p, if', d) 

7  (  \ l c o s 2 ( ( p )  +  L I  s i n ^ ( ( / 7 )  \  
= 11 drd^rexp -ar^^ ^^ 

0 0 V ^ / 
= [T2b]{p,^ + e,0) (C.0.16) 

The Fourier transform of the blob function is still a periodic function of 9 with a 

period of 2n, so 

= <||^26(P,«,0)||'>„. (C.0.17) 
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The absolute square of the transform averaged over all the orientation is a radially 

symmetric function at last. For a radially symmetric function, the inverse Fourier 

transform is actually the Hankel transform, and the corresponding spatial function 

is a 2D real function. Based on this fact, the phase of the Fourier transform of the 

decomposition function is uniformly 0. The function can be calculated by the inverse 

Fourier transform of the amplitude given above, 

/(R) = + • (C.0,18) 

The Fourier and inverse Fourier transform are done by the FFT algorithm in a com

puter for this work. 

For non-stationary stochastic processes, the Wigner distribution function can be 

used in decomposing covariance functions. In that way, our method with Fourier 

transform can be useful. 
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APPENDIX D 

PROBABILITY-GENERATING FUNCTION 

For a non-negative integer-valued random variable n, we can define the probability-

generating function Mn{p) as 

OO 

M„W = {p»)„ = X;p"Pr(p). (D.0.1) 
n=0 

It can be considered as the ^-transform of the probability series Pr(n) when the 

real-valued p is substitued with the complex variable z, with instead of z~'^ in 

the summation. By changing the variable p with we can get the characteristic 

function from the probability-generating function. Moments of the random variable 

n can be derived from the characteristic function through differentiation. Similarly, 

when evaluating each derivative of the probability-generating function at the origin, 

we have 

which implies the name probability-generating function. 

The probability-generating function can generate not only probabilities but fac

torial moments. When the derivatives of the probability-generating function is evalu

ated at 1 rather than 0, the factorial moments of the random variable n are obtained: 

Qk 
Cfc  =  (n (n - l ) (n -2 ) - - - (n -A: - | - l ) ) „=^  ^M„(p )  ,  (D .0 .3 )  

op'^ p=\ 

where denotes the factorial moment. The moment-generating function is related 

to the probability-generating function by a simple variable change. The moment-

generating function of the non-negative integer-valued random variable n is defined 

as 
OO 

$(i) = e"' Pr(n). (D.0.4) 
n=0 
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The moment can be computed by the derivative of the moment-generating 

function evaluated at 0, 
ak 

We should remember that moment-generating function is defined for all kinds of 

random variables, not just non-negative integer-valued ones. 
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